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A B S T R A C T

This thesis is a contribution to Solomon Feferman’s Unfolding Program which aims to

provide a general method of capturing the operations on individuals and predicates

(and the principles governing them) that are implicit in a formal axiomatic system

based on open-ended schemata. The thesis in particular studies the unfolding of the

classical system for one generalized positive arithmetical inductive definition. The

main result is an ordinal analysis of this theory. The resulting ordinal has been known

since Heinz Bachmann, and has been studied by Peter Aczel, who felt it should be of

proof-theoretic interest. Solomon Feferman conjectured specifically that it should

be the strength of the theory under consideration here, and this thesis verifies his

conjecture.

The upper bound proceeds via a system of numbers, inductive definitions and

ordinals that is analyzed with a combination of operator-controlled derivations and

asymmetric interpretation.

The lower bound is established through a well-ordering proof that uses the

unfolding machinery to construct hierarchies based on jump operators. This part

highlights a new ingredient needed in the unfolding at this level, namely a dependent

version of the join operator, producing disjoint unions of predicates indexed by a

predicate.

The thesis also includes an appendix detailing the history and motivation of

the unfolding program, as well as an appendix describing previous work on the

Aczel-Bachmann ordinal.
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Chapter 1

U N F O L D I N G A N D I D 1

1.1 introduction

This thesis is concerned with the unfoldings of schematic systems of inductive defini-

tions. The bulk of the following material is devoted to proving the main result, which

is the calculation of the proof-theoretic ordinal of the unfolding of the schematic

theory of one generalized inductive definition, ID1:

Theorem 1.1.1 (Main Theorem). jU.ID1/j D §.��C1/.

This solves a problem posed by Feferman, which in turn stems from a “feeling”

of Aczel and a loose conjecture of Miller. The ordinal of the theorem is equal to

H.1/ from Bachmann (1950) (cf. Appendix B.3) and had turned up in investigations

on iterations of functionals of ordinals by Aczel (1972). Therefore, Aczel felt this

ordinal should be of proof-theoretic interest:

By analogy with the proof theoretic significance of ©0, �0 and ®©�C1
.0/ we

feel that H.1/ may also be of similar interest and conjecture that it may be

the proof theoretic ordinal of a suitable system of ramified analysis.

Aczel 1972, p. 36

Later, Miller conjectured

. . . H.1/ D .1I �/ to be the proof-theoretic ordinal of ID�
1 which is related to

ID1 as predicative analysis ID�
0 is to first-order arithmetic ID0, i.e., predica-

tive construction given the inductively defined set. Miller 1976, p. 451

But Miller did not specify a precise system ID�
1. Feferman’s general notion of un-

folding gives us such a system, U.ID1/, and indeed we may compare our result with

that of Feferman and Strahm (2000), according to which jU.NFA/j D �0, where

NFA is a basic schematic system of Non-Finitist Arithmetic. Recall the theorem of
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Gerber (1970) and Howard (1972) that jID1j D §.©�C1/.1 Thus the ordinal of Peano

Arithmetic, ©0 is to �0 as §.©�C1/ is to §.��C1/.

The remainder of the current chapter provides the exact definitions of the

unfolding systems and of the theory of schematic ID1.

Chapter 2 introduces the ordinal notation systems that we shall use to analyze

proof-theoretically the various unfolding systems.

Chapter 3 goes through the upper bounds results.

Chapter 4 details the lower bounds via explicit well-ordering proofs.

Chapter 5 summarizes our contribution and discusses possibilities for further

work.

I have put an exposition of the history and motivation of the unfolding program

in Appendix A.

The ordinal occurring in the main theorem, §.��C1/ is also known as Aczel’s or-

dinal. I describe why, and where else in the literature it has appeared, in Appendix B.

* * *

Before we get started, I should mention that most the discussion will be focused

on theories formulated in first-order classical logic. There will be connections to

constructivism here and there, e.g., when we discuss Frege structures and Explicit

Mathematics, but we will leave a thorough treatment of “unfolding” of theories in

intuitionistic frameworks for another occasion.

Remark on notation

Throughout the thesis, I will use the dot-notation for quantifiers to reduce the amount

of parentheses. So I will write 8x: A.x/ _ B.x/ instead of .8x/.A.x/ _ B.x//, for

example. The dot represents an opening bracket with a corresponding closing bracket

as far to the right as syntactically possible.

There is an index of symbols at the end of the thesis to serve as a guide to specific

notations introduced in the work.

1.2 very brief note on unfoldings

The idea of the unfolding of an open-ended schematic axiom system was introduced

in Feferman (1996). It is explained very briefly via the following quotation:

1Using the Buchholz §-function instead of Bachmann’s ®©�C1
.0/.
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Given a schematic system S, which operations and predicates, and which

principles concerning them, ought to be accepted if one has accepted S?

Feferman (1996, §3)

The operations with which one is concerned include those that apply to individuals

and those that apply to predicates (such as logical connectives). For the full back-

ground to the notion of unfolding and earlier results by Feferman and Strahm (2000,

2010) see Appendix A.

As is described in more detail in that appendix, the unfoldings rely on either a

partial combinatory algebra structure or the theory of generalized recursive definabil-

ity in order to capture the operations involved. Either way relies in turn on the logic

of partial terms which we recall in Section 1.3. After that, Section 1.4 describes the

version using a partial combinatory algebra, as that is the more modern and smoother

formulation.2

Section 1.5 describes precisely the schematic system for one arithmetical gener-

alized inductive definition. The unfolding of this system is the main object of interest

in the rest of the work.

1.3 the logic of partial terms

In this section we will review the usual Logic of Partial Terms (Beeson 1986) as well

as a quantifier-free version. The atomic formulæ include those of the form t#, for

each term t , expressing that t is defined.

We define

s ' t W, t# _ s# ! s D t:

Then we have the following rules and axioms, starting with the modified quantifier

2The original version of unfolding in terms of recursive definability with least fixed-point recursion
is described in Appendix A.6.
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rules

B ! A
B ! 8x: A

if x is not free in B ,(Q1)

A ! B
.9x: A/ ! B

if x is not free in B ,(Q2)

.8x: A/ ^ t# ! AŒx ´ t �;(Q3)

AŒx ´ t � ^ t# ! 9x: A;(Q4)

x D x ^ .x D y ! y D x/;(E1)

t ' s ^ A.t/ ! A.s/;(E2)

t D s ! t# ^ s#;(E3)

R.t1; : : : ; tn/ ! t1# ^ � � � ^ tn#;(S1)

c# for constants c,(S2)

x# for variables x.(S3)

The quantifier-free variant

For the quantifier-free variant of LPT, we remove (Q1) and (Q2) and replace (Q3)

and (Q4) by

(Q5) A t#

AŒx ´ t �
.

1.4 the pca-version of unfolding

One of the operations on predicates used in the definition of unfolding in Feferman

(1996) and Feferman and Strahm (2000) was that of countable join (expressed as join

over the universe). In comparison with these, we add here a dependent version of the

join operation. In a Frege structure the analogous operation is sequential implication

or short circuit conjunction. This seems to be necessary for the lower bound proof,

and does not affect the upper bound proof.3 The dependent join operation is very

natural, so we have no qualms about adding it.

The operational unfolding is based on the notion of a partial combinatory alge-

bra:

3It is currently an open problem whether the system with join only over ¨ is as strong as this one.
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Definition 1.4.1. A partial combinatory algebra (PCA) is a set A equipped with a

partial “application” operation � W A � A * A and elements k; s 2 A such that for all

x; y; ´ 2 A:

k � x � y D x; s � x � y#; s � x � y � ´ ' .x � ´/ � .y � ´/:

Here, t ' s is the relation that if either of the closed terms t and s denotes an element

of A, then so does the other and the denoted elements are equal.

The leading example is Kleene’s first algebra K1, consisting of the natural num-

bers with Kleene application, m � n ' fmg.n/; Kleene’s second algebra, K2, gives a

PCA over N
N (cf. Kleene 1945; Kleene and Vesley 1965). In the following we shall

omit the � symbol and hence denote application simply by juxtaposition.

Another example is given by the term model for the untyped œ-calculus.

Suppose S is a schematic first-order system, possibly formulated with many sorts.

In the PCA-based version of unfolding, we define the operational unfolding, U0.S/,

in a single-sorted language of operations into which we embed the sorts of S by means

of relativizing predicates, £. We add constants to denote the function symbols of S,

and new constants k and s (combinators), p, p0 and p1 (pairing and projection), d,

tt and ff (definition by cases, true and false), e (equality), and the binary function

symbol � (application). The relation symbols are the unary symbol # (defined), the

binary symbol D (equality), as well as unary predicates for the sorts of S, and the

actual predicates of S itself. We write .a; b/ for p a b.

The axioms of U0.S/, the operational unfolding, are

1. Embedding of S:

a) The relativization of the axioms of S to the appropriate sorts, and axioms

declaring that the function symbols of S are total on the appropriate sorts.

2. Partial combinatory algebra (PCA) axioms with pairing and definition by cases:

a) k a b D a.

b) s a b# ^ s a b c ' a c .b c/.

c) p0.a; b/ D a ^ p1.a; b/ D b.

d) d a b tt D a ^ d a b ff D b.

3. Equality on the sorts � for which equality should be operationally decidable:

a) 8x; y 2 �: e x y D tt _ e x y D ff.

b) 8x; y 2 �: e x y D tt $ x D y.

In addition, U0.S/ includes the unrestricted substitution rule.

Abstraction terms œx: t can be defined as usual, and from the PCA axioms we
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can show in U0.S/:

1. .œx: t/# ^ .œx: t/ x ' t

2. s# ! .œx: t/ s ' t Œx ´ s�

Note that we use the notation of the œ-calculus even though the conversion relation is

not exactly the same (in particular it does not validate the .Ÿ/-rule of the œ-calculus).

The PCA axioms allow us to introduce a fixed point operator, but we cannot

prove that it produces least fixed points.

Theorem 1.4.2 (Fixed point). There is a closed term fix of U0.S/ so that

U0.S/ ` fix f # ^ fix f x ' f .fix f / x:

The language of the full unfolding U.S/ in this formulation extends the language

by additional constants for the sorts, P£, and predicates, p, of S, eq (equality), prU (free

predicate U ), inv (inverse image), conj (conjunction), neg (negation), un (universal

quantification over the natural numbers), join (join, that is, disjoint union). In

addition, we add the unary relation symbol … (predicates) and the binary relation

symbol 2 (predication). The axioms of U.S/ extend the ones of U0.S/ by

4. Basic axioms about predicates:

a) ….P£/ ^ 8x: x 2 P£ $ �.x/.

b) ….p/ ^ 8x: x 2 p $ P.x/:

c) ….eq/ ^ 8x: x 2 eq $ 9y: x D .y; y/.

d) ….prU / ^ 8x: x 2 prU $ U.x/.

e) ….a/ ! ….inv.a; f // ^ 8x: x 2 inv.a; f / $ f x 2 a.

f) ….a/ ^ ….b/ ! ….conj.a; b// ^ 8x: x 2 conj.a; b/ $ x 2 a ^ x 2 b.

g) ….a/ ! ….neg a/ ^ 8x: x 2 neg.a/ $ :.x 2 a/.

h) ….a/ ! ….un a/ ^ 8x: x 2 un.a/ $ 8y 2 N: .x; y/ 2 a.

5. The dependent join axiom:

….a/ ^ .8y 2 a: ….f y// ! ….join.f; a//

^ 8x: x 2 join.f; a/ $ 9y; ´: x D .y; ´/ ^ y 2 a ^ ´ 2 f .y/:

Finally, U.S/ contains the restricted substitution rule:
A.U /

(Subst)
A.f x j B.x/ g/

Here, B is any formula, and A is any formula in the language of U0.S/.

6



1.5 the schematic system for one inductive
definition

The system we’ll be unfolding is a schematic version of ID1, the system that formalizes

one arithmetical inductive definition. The language of ID1, L1, is that of (single-

sorted) first-order arithmetic, PA, (with a free predicative variable U ) augmented by

a predicate symbol IO for an arithmetical positive operator form O.X; x/ that does

not contain U (we use the letter O because the universal case is that of Kleene’s O

describing the second constructive number class).

The non-logical axioms and rules of our schematic version of ID1 are:

Number-theoretic axioms: The axioms of PA with exception of the induction scheme.

Schematic induction axiom on the natural numbers:

U.0/ ^ .8x: U.x/ ! U.x0// ! 8x: U.x/:

Schematic inductive definition axioms:

8x: O.IO; x/ ! IO.x/ and

.8x: O.U; x/ ! U.x// ! 8x: IO.x/ ! U.x/:

Substitution rule: For A and B.x/ formulæ of ID1:

A.U /
(Subst)

A.f x j B.x/ g/

7
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Chapter 2

O R D I N A L S A N D N O T A T I O N S Y S T E M S

This chapter introduces the necessary preliminaries on ordinals and notation systems

that we shall use to analyze the unfoldings of schematic theories for generalized

inductive definitions in the following chapters.

The ordinal notation system and its arithmetical coding that is used here is taken

from Pohlers (2009, Chapter 9). We denote codes of ordinals by lowercase italic

Greek letters and overload the < relation (and the arithmetical operations) to write

˛ < ˇ for the ordering relation of the notation system.

2.1 set-theoretic account

This section describes the preliminaries of the usual set-theoretic account of ordi-

nals in order to describe the ordinals and associated notation systems needed to

understand our proof-theoretic results in the following chapters.

First we explain how to understand the ordinal functions and the collapsing oper-

ations in terms of the usual set-theoretical account in terms of ordinals as hereditarily

transitive sets. In ZFC this entails that ordinals are well-founded with the 2-relation,

and each ordinal is equal to the set of its predecessors.

Every ordinal falls into one of the following classes:

� the least ordinal, 0;

� successor ordinals, i.e., ordinals of the form ˛0 D ˛ [ f˛g;

� limit ordinals. The class of limit ordinals is denoted Lim.

Recall also that a regular ordinal is an ordinal � 2 Lim such that whenever M � �

(the cardinality of M , as an initial ordinal, is less than �) has jM j < �, we have

M � ˛ < � for some ˛ (M is bounded in �). The class of regular ordinals larger than

¨ is denoted Reg, and it follows in ZFC that Reg is unbounded in the class of all

ordinals, On.

Every subclass M � On is well-ordered with an order-type � On. If M is

bounded in On, its order-type is an ordinal ˛ 2 On and we have an enumeration
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function enM W ˛ ! M . If M is unbounded in On, it has the order-type of On itself

and we have an enumeration function enM W On ! M .

Let œ�: �� be the enumeration function for f 0 g [ Reg. We set � ´ �1.

A class M � On is called closed, if M is closed in the order-topology, which is

the case precisely when suprema of elements in M themselves are in M .

Let � 2 Reg. An ordinal function f W � ! � (or f W On ! On) is continuous

when it preserves suprema. And f is called normal when it is strictly increasing and

continuous. A normal function satisfies f .˛/ � ˛ for all ˛.

A class M � � is called �-club if and only if it is closed and unbounded in �. A

fundamental fact is that M is club if and only its enumeration function enM is normal.

Ordinal arithmetic

We can extend the usual recursive definition of addition, multiplication and expo-

nentiation to ordinal numbers so that they are continuous in their second argument.

First, addition:

˛ C 0 ´ ˛

˛ C .ˇ C 1/ ´ .˛ C ˇ/ C 1

˛ C � ´ supf ˛ C � j � < � g for � 2 Lim.

Secondly, multiplication:

˛ � 0 ´ 0

˛ � .ˇ C 1/ ´ .˛ � ˇ/ C ˛

˛ � � ´ supf ˛ � � j � < � g for � 2 Lim.

And finally, exponentiation:

˛0 ´ 1

˛ˇC1 ´ ˛ˇ � ˛

˛� ´ supf ˛� j � < � g for � 2 Lim.

It is easy to see that the class f � j � � ˛g is club in all regular � > ˛, and œ�: ˛ C�

is its enumerating function which is hence normal.

We let H be the class of additively indecomposable ordinals (so ˛ 2 H if and only

10



if for all �; � < ˛, � C � < ˛). Then H is �-club for all � 2 Reg and its enumerating

function is œ�: ¨� .

Cantor normal form

By induction on ˛ > 0, we prove that there are uniquely determined ordinals

f ˛1; : : : ; ˛n g � H such that

˛ D ˛1 C � � � C ˛n and ˛1 � � � � � ˛n:

This is called the additive normal form of ˛, and f ˛1; : : : ; ˛n g is called the set of

additive components of ˛.

Using the enumerating function for H we obtain the Cantor normal form for

˛ > 0:

˛ DNF ¨�1 C � � � C ¨�n with �1 � � � � � �n:

Any ordinal less than the first fixed point ©0 of œ�: ¨� has a unique representation in

hereditary Cantor normal form starting from 0.

Derivatives and the Veblen functions

For a class M � � we define its derivative as the class of the fixed points of its

enumerating function:

M 0 ´ f � < � j enM .�/ D � g

The derivative f 0 of a function f is defined by f 0 ´ enFix.f / where

Fix.f / ´ f � < � j f .�/ D � g:

It is easily shown that if M is �-club, then so is M 0. Hence, if f is �-normal, then

so is f 0.

If f M� g is a collection of less than � many �-club classes, then
T

� M� is again

�-club.

These observations allows us to iterate the derivation process transfinitely to

11



obtain a hierarchy of club classes. If we start this process with H we obtain

Cr.0/ ´ H

Cr.˛ C 1/ ´ Cr.˛/0

Cr.�/ ´
\

�<�
Cr.�/ for � 2 Lim.

Then we put ®˛ ´ enCr.˛/ to obtain the usual Veblen hierarchy.

Ordinals closed under the binary Veblen function, œ˛; ˇ: ®˛.ˇ/, are called strongly

critical ordinals. Their class, SC, is �-club for � > ¨, and we let œ�: �� be their

enumerating function. The first strongly critical ordinal, �0, is also known as the

Feferman-Schütte ordinal, and is well-known from the analysis of predicativity given

the natural numbers.

If ˛ 2 H n SC, then ˛ can be written in normal form

˛ DNF ®˛1
.˛2/; with ˛1; ˛2 < ˛.

Collapsing functions

We recall here the §-family of functions, first introduced by Buchholz in an unpub-

lished manuscript (1981) (cf. Buchholz (1986)).

Definition 2.1.1. By recursion on ˛ we define simultaneously

Cl.˛; ˇ/ ´ the least set containing ˇ [ f 0; � g

and closed under C, the Veblen function œ��: ®�.�/,

and the restricted function §� ˛ ´ œ� < ˛: §.�/,

§.˛/ ´ minf ˇ j Cl.˛; ˇ/ \ � � ˇ g:

We record a few standard facts about these closure sets and the corresponding

collapsing function:

Lemma 2.1.2. Define Cl�.˛/ ´ Cl.˛; §.˛//. We have

1. If ˇ < �, then Cl.˛; ˇ/ is countable.

2. Cl�.˛/ \ � D §.˛/.

3. §.˛/ < � and §.˛/ 62 Cl�.˛/.

4. §.˛/ 2 SC.

12



5. If ˛ � ˇ, then §.˛/ � §.ˇ/ and Cl�.˛/ � Cl�.ˇ/.

6. If ˛ < ˇ and ˛ 2 Cl�.ˇ/, then §.˛/ < §.ˇ/.

7. § is continuous.

We refer to Pohlers (1989) for more details and proofs.

Informally, we think of Cl.˛; 0/ as the ˛-th iterated Skolem hull of f 0; � g. Then

Cl.˛; 0/ D Cl�.˛/, so we think of the ordinal §.˛/ D Cl�.˛/ \ � as the ˛-th iterated

collapse of �.

2.2 the notation system

For reference, we give here the definition of the notation system. It is built from

terms representing 0 and �, and function symbols representing n-ary addition, N®

(fixed-point-free version of the binary Veblen function), and the collapsing function

§. The N®-function is defined by:

N®˛.ˇ/ ´

8
<
:

®˛.ˇ C 1/; if ˇ D  C n with ®˛./ D  or ®˛./ D ˛,

®˛.ˇ/; otherwise.

We define sets SC � H � OT of ordinal notations (with ordinals in SC denoting

strongly critical ordinals, and ordinals in H denoting additively principal ordinals)

together with finite sets of subterms K.˛/ � OT for each notation ˛, and a relation

< � OT � OT. These are defined by the following mutually recursive clauses:

� Definition of SC � H � OT:

– h0i 2 OT (denoting 0),

– h1i 2 SC (denoting �),

– if n > 1, ˛1; : : : ; ˛n 2 H and ˛1 � � � � � ˛n, then h2; ˛1; : : : ˛ni 2 OT

(denoting ˛1 C � � � C ˛n),

– ˛; ˇ 2 OT, then h3; ˛; ˇi 2 H (denoting N®˛ˇ).

– if ˛ 2 OT and K.˛/ � ˛, then h4; ˛i 2 SC (denoting §.˛/).
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� Definition of K.˛/:

K.0/ ´ ;;

K.�/ ´ ;;

K.˛1 C � � � C ˛n/ ´ K.˛1/ [ � � � [ K.˛n/;

K. N®˛ˇ/ ´ K.˛/ [ K.ˇ/;

K.§.˛// ´ f ˛ g [ K.˛/:

� For ˛; ˇ 2 OT, put ˛ < ˇ if one of the following conditions obtains:

– ˛ D 0 and ˇ ¤ 0,

– ˛ D ˛1 C � � � C ˛m, ˇ D ˇ1 C � � � C ˇn, and either

� m � n and 9i � n: ˛i < ˇi ^ 8j < i: j̨ D ǰ , or

� m < n and 8i � m: ˛i D ˇi .

– ˛ D ˛1 C � � � C ˛n, ˇ 2 H, and ˛1 < ˇ.

– ˛ 2 H, ˇ D ˇ1 C � � � C ˇn, and ˛ � ˇ1.

– ˛ D N®˛1
˛2, ˇ D N®ˇ1

ˇ2 and one of the following obtains

� ˛1 < ˇ1 and ˛2 < ˇ.

� ˛1 D ˇ1 and ˛2 < ˇ2.

� ˇ1 > ˛1 and ˇ2 � ˛.

– ˛ D N®˛1
˛2, ˇ 2 SC, and ˛1; ˛2 < ˇ.

– ˛ 2 SC, ˇ D N®ˇ1
ˇ2, and ˛ � ˇ1 or ˛ � ˇ2.

– ˛ D §.˛1/, ˇ D §.ˇ1/ and ˛1 < ˇ1.

– ˛ D §.˛1/ and ˇ D �.

Note that the coefficient sets K make sure we build terms of normal form, where we

define

˛ DNF §.�/ W, ˛ D §.�/ ^ � 2 Cl�.�/:
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Strongly critical components

Definition 2.2.1. Given a notation ˛, we define its set of strongly critical components,

SC.˛), as follows:

SC.0/ ´ ;;

SC.˛/ ´ f ˛ g; if ˛ 2 SC,

SC.˛1 C � � � C ˛n/ ´ SC.˛1/ [ � � � [ SC.˛n/;

SC. N®˛ˇ/ ´ SC.˛/ [ SC.ˇ/:

Lemma 2.2.2. We have:

� For all ˛, SC.˛/ � ˛ C 1.

� If ˛ � ˇ and ˛ 2 SC, then ˛ � � for some � 2 SC.ˇ/.

Lemma 2.2.3. There are primitive recursive operations, C and ®, such that if ˛; ˇ 2

OT, then ˛ C ˇ; ®˛.ˇ/ 2 OT, and these denote respectively the result of applying

addition and the ®-function to the denotations of ˛ and ˇ. Furthermore, SC.˛ C ˇ/ [

SC.®˛.ˇ// � SC.˛/ [ SC.ˇ/.

Proof. The operations can be defined by recursion on the structure of ˛ and ˇ (since

we can code primitive recursive predicates for being �-critical). Inspection of the

resulting terms then establishes the second claim.

Lemma 2.2.4. There is a primitive recursive operation that for each ˛ 2 OT determines

a list ˛1; : : : ; ˛k 2 OT giving a Cantor Normal Form

˛ D ¨˛1 C � � � C ¨˛n; ˛1 � � � � � ˛n:

Furthermore, SC.˛i/ � SC.˛/ for each i .
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Chapter 3

U P P E R B O U N D S

In this chapter we will discuss the upper bound part of the main result, that is, we

will show that the proof-theoretic ordinal of U.ID1/ is at most §.��C1/. The proof

uses an intermediate system, .ID1/C
On C .Subst/, that is then interpreted in a pair of

infinitary systems for languages describing stages of inductive operators.

The intermediate system is exactly analogous to the one used by Feferman and

Strahm (2000) in their upper bound proof for the strength of U.NFA/. The strength

of that system, PAC
� C .Subst/, was determined by Strahm (2000) using a triple of

semiformal systems for numbers and ordinals. We shall use a similar setup, but there

are a number of complications in the step to ID1:

� For derivations of formulæ in (the translation of) of the language of U0.ID1/

we need to eliminate all cuts on formulæ from the full language. However, com-

plete cut-elimination for ID1 is typically not obtainable, so we need a separate

language to analyze the inductive predicate IO .

� Because of the lack of complete cut-elimination, substitution is harder to deal

with.

� Because we are at the level of impredicative proof theory, we need some device

to handle collapse. Here we shall use operator-controlled derivations in the style

of Buchholz (1992).

First, in Section 3.1 we discuss the intermediate system, .ID1/C
On C .Subst/ and

how it embeds the unfolding.

Next, to find the upper bound for the intermediate we shall set up the necessary

languages in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses the strategy in more detail. In Sec-

tion 3.4 we set up an infinitary calculus for treating both the inductive predicate of

ID1 and the stages of the operators of .ID1/C
On C .Subst/. The axioms of the interme-

diate system itself are handled in a derived system which is described in Section 3.5.

These systems are then compared in Section 3.6, so we in Section 3.7 can finish the

reduction.
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3.1 the intermediate system

We shall use an exact analogue of the intermediate system of Feferman and Strahm

(2000), PAC
� C .Subst/, which we shall call .ID1/C

On C .Subst/.1 This system interprets

the full unfolding of schematic ID1. The only difference is the interpretation of

the dependent join operation. But since the predicates ˘.a/, x 2 a and x N2 a are

defined by a simultaneous inductive definition, the extra dependency caused by the

dependent join operation does not spoil anything.

The theory .ID1/C
On C .Subst/ is formulated in the language L1

On, which is ob-

tained from the language of ID1, L1, by adding a new sort for ordinal variables

(with < and D relations), and an .n C 1/-ary predicate symbol PA for each inductive

operator form A.X; Ex/ over ID1 (that is, A is an L1-formula so it can contain U and

both positive and negative occurrences of IO , but of course only positive occurrences

of the fresh n-ary predicate variable X).

The formulæ of L1
On are built from these literals using conjunction, disjunction,

quantification over the numbers, bounded quantification over the ordinals, and

unbounded quantification over the ordinals. Negation is defined via de Morgan’s laws

and double negation elimination. Of particular interest are the natural fragments of

�-, †- and …-formulæ that are built using no unbounded quantifiers, no unbounded

universal quantifiers, and no unbounded existential quantifiers, respectively. For a

formula A and an ordinal variable � , A� denotes the formula that is obtained from A

by bounding all unbounded ordinal quantifiers by �.

As a matter of notation we write P ˛
A

.Ex/ instead of PA.˛; Ex/, and we put P <˛
A

.Ex/ ´

9ˇ < ˛: P
ˇ

A
.Ex/.

Note that we use two notational devices to distinguish the inductive predicates

of ID1 from the stages of the operators in LOn: IO is the least fixed point of an

arithmetical operator, while the P ˛
A

form the stages of an inductive definition on top

of that.

.ID1/C
On C .Subst/ is axiomatized as follows:

Number-theoretic axioms: The axioms of PA with exception of the induction scheme.

Schematic induction axiom on the natural numbers:

U.0/ ^ .8x: U.x/ ! U.x0// ! 8x: U.x/:

1Since � for us denotes the first uncountable regular cardinal, we use On to indicate the formal
system with ordinals.
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Schematic inductive definition axioms:

8x: O.IO; x/ ! IO.x/ and

.8x: O.U; x/ ! U.x// ! 8x: IO.x/ ! U.x/:

Inductive operator axioms: For any inductive operator A.X; Ex/:

P �
A

.Ex/ $ A.P <�
A

; Ex/:

Linearity axioms:

� – � ^ .� < � ^ � < � ! � < �/ ^ .� < � _ � D � _ � < �/:

†-reflection axioms: For all †-formulæ A:

A ! 9�: A� :

†-induction on the ordinals: For all †-formulæ A.�/,

�
8�: .8� < �: A.�// ! A.�/

�
! 8�: A.�/:

Substitution rule: For A an L1-formula, and B.x/ an L1
On-formula:

A.U /
(Subst)

A.f x j B.x/ g/

We need a restriction on A in the substitution rule because the predicates PA will

depend on U in general (since the operators A may contain U ).

Now, U.ID1/ embeds into this system, exactly the same way that U.NFA/

embeds into PAC
� C .Subst/ (Feferman and Strahm 2000). In fact, it is a bit simpler

since we are using the PCA version of unfolding, so �-induction would suffice.2

2The PCA version of Feferman and Strahm (2000) was sketched in Feferman and Strahm (2010).
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The embedding

The embedding in .ID1/C
On C .Subst/ is accomplished by interpreting operations

as indices for partial recursive functions with pairing coded in the usual primitive

recursive way, and then interpreting … and 2 via an inductive predicate. In fact, to

ensure positivity, we need to simultaneously define …, 2 and N2 (the complement of

2). The clauses mirror exactly the defining axioms, so we elide them.

With this inductive encoding, …, 2 and N2 are †-formulæ, whereas the stages …˛,

2˛ and N2˛ are �-formulæ. The complementarity of 2 and N2 follows by �-induction

on the ordinals as in Feferman and Strahm (2000). The predicate axioms are readily

seen to hold using just the property of the operator and the complementarity.

Thus we see that with this version of U.ID1/, we only need �-induction, and not

†-induction as in the multi-sorted version with least-fixed point recursion operators.

However, we shall prove the upper bound for the intermediate system with †-

induction, partly as a matter of general interest, and partly because this would then

also allow a reduction of the LFP version of unfolding.

3.2 infinitary languages

The language of the previous section, L1
On, is not suitable for proof-theoretic treat-

ment since the inductive predicate of ID1, IO , is not analyzed. And besides, we need

to add constants for ordinals. (Since we use operator-controlled derivations, we do

not use notations for ordinals, but rather actual ordinals, and let the operators ensure

there are enough gaps for collapsing. A finitary treatment can then be obtained along

the lines of Tupailo (2000) and Buchholz (2001).)

The language L1
1 modifies the language L1

On by including ordinal constants

and by replacing the predicate IO with a binary predicate, which we shall also call

IO. This represents the stages of build-up of the original IO, where the first entry

indicates the stage. Just as for the PA, we write I ˛
O

.x/ instead of IO.˛; x/, and we put

I <˛
O

.x/ ´ 9ˇ < ˛: I
ˇ

O
.x/.

Note that the predicates PA are still indexed by operator forms A.X; Ex/ in the

language of ID1. But this language embeds in L1
1 by interpreting IO.x/ as I <�

O
.x/.

The ordinal terms of L1
1 are the ordinal variables and the ordinal constants. The

formulæ of L1
1 are generated as follows:

� Every literal is a formula.

� If A and B are formulæ, then A ^ B and A _ B are formulæ.
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� If A.x/ is a formula with a distinguished free number variable x, then 9x: A.x/

and 8x: A.x/ are formulæ.

� If A.�/ is a formula with a distinguished ordinal variable �, then 9�: A.�/, 9� <

�: A.�/, 8�: A.�/ and 8� < �: A.�/ are formulæ (where � is an ordinal term).

Note that L1
1 is a Tait-style language, so negation is defined using de Morgan’s laws

and double negation elimination.

Fragments

We need some fragments of L1
1 to do the proof-theoretic analysis of .ID1/C

OnC.Subst/.

Common to them is a restriction on the appearance of IO-literals to those needed to

interpret the schematic inductive definition axioms. We say that an occurrence of IO

is good if either

� it is .:/I ˛
O

.s/ with ˛ < � an ordinal constant, or

� it occurs as part of .:/I <˛
O

.s/ with ˛ � � an ordinal constant.

Let now L1;r
1 consist of the fragment of L1

1-formulæ

� with only good occurrences of IO , and

� without free variables and without unbounded ordinal quantifiers.

This fragment is suitable for locally predicative cut-elimination.

Let L1;c
1 be the fragment of L1

1 consisting of formulæ

� with only good occurrences of IO, and

� without free number variables, and

� with all ordinal constants occurring as part of good occurrences of IO .

This fragment is suitable for embedding the intermediate system. It contains just

enough infinitary notions to prove the inductive definition axioms, but no more.

For L1;c
1 we define the notions of �-, †- and …-formulæ as for L1

On.

Finally, let L1;rc
1 ´ L1;r

1 \ L1;c
1 . Note that this fragment has no ordinal literals <

and D, as these would occur in scope of a bounded ordinal quantifier, but these only

appear in good occurrences of IO .
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Ranks

Definition 3.2.1. For an L1;r
1 -formula A define the rank of A, rk.A/, as follows:

rk.A/ ´ 0 for A a number literal, including .:/U.s/

rk.˛ < ˇ/ ´ rk.˛ 6< ˇ/ ´ rk.˛ D ˇ/ ´ rk.˛ ¤ ˇ/ ´ � C 1

rk.I ˛
O

.s// ´ rk.:I ˛
O

.s// ´ ¨ � .˛ C 1/

rk.P ˛
A

.Es// ´ rk.:P ˛
A

.Es// ´ � C ¨ � .˛ C 1/

rk.A _ B/ ´ rk.A ^ B/ ´ maxf rk.A/; rk.B/ g C 1

rk.9x: G.x// ´ rk.8x: G.x// ´ rk.G.0// C 1

rk.9� < ˛: G.�// ´ rk.8� < ˛: G.�// ´ supˇ<˛f rk.G.ˇ// C 1 g

Note that rk.I <�
O

.s// D �, and all formulæ with rank � are of the form 9� < �: G.�/

or 8� < �: G.�/ for some G.�/ with rk.G.0// < �.

For an L1
1 formula A, we let par.A/ (parameters of A) denote the set of ordinal

constants occurring in A. If ˛ is an ordinal constant, then we set par.˛/ D f ˛ g.

Since supˇ<˛f ˇ C 1 g D ˛ for ˛ 2 Lim, we have by an easy induction that if all

elements of par.A/ can be represented by terms in our notation system, then so can

rk.A/, and furthermore we can compute it by a primitive recursive function.

We have the following analogue of Strahm (2000, Lemma 6):

Lemma 3.2.2. For the inductive operator form O of ID1, and any operator form A of

L1
On, and any ordinal ˛ we have

1. rk.O.I <˛
O

; s// < rk.I ˛
O

/.

2. rk.A.P <˛
A

; Es// < rk.P ˛
A

.Es//.

For any L1;r
1 -formula A with par.A/ � ˛, we have rk.A/ < � C ¨ � .˛ C 1/.

Characteristic sequences

We can organize the infinitary calculi using the notion of characteristic sequence, CS,

of sub-formulæ for certain formulæ of L1
1 (cf. the analogous notion for ramified set

theory in, e.g., Pohlers (1998)). A closed primitive literal (one not involving IO , PA,

nor U ) is either true or false. If it is true, we say it is of
V

-type, if false, of
W

-type.

Furthermore, A _ B , 9x: G.x/ and 9� < ˛: G.˛/ are of
W

-type, while A ^ B , 8x: G.x/
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and 8� < ˛: G.x/ are of
V

-type. Other formulæ are not given a type. Then we put:

CS.A/ ´ ; if A is a closed primitive literal

CS.A _ B/ ´ f A; B g

CS.9x: G.x// ´ f G.s/ j s a closed number term g

CS.9� < ˛: G.�// ´ f G.ˇ/ j ˇ < ˛ g

For F of
V

-type we put CS.F / ´ f :G j G 2 CS.:F / g.

If F is of
W

-type or
V

-type but is not a disjunction or conjunction, then every

G 2 CS.F / is of the form H.t/ for some (number or ordinal) term t . We define

tF .G/ ´ t , considered as an ordinal. For F D A0 ı A1 (ı D _; ^), we define

tF .Ai/ ´ i . We note that
W

-type and
V

-type are preserved under substitution, and

that CS.F / as well as tF commute with substitution.

3.3 the strategy

The general strategy of the upper bound proof is to embed our system for ID1 with

ordinals in an infinitary system T, based on the language L1;c
1 , that straightforwardly

interprets .ID1/C
On, using rules for †-reflection and †-induction on 2. The restricted

formulation of the axioms and rules of T enables us to prove a partial cut elimination

theorem.

T is then related to a more standard infinitary calculus Tr (r for restricted), based

on the restricted language L1;r
1 which does not allow free variables nor unbounded

quantification. This calculus admits a locally predicative cut elimination theorem and

a collapsing theorem for the †-fragment.

Due to fact that we are at the level of impredicative proof theory, we will need

operator-controlled derivations, and we will need to investigate how the operators

behave when shifting between systems.

We shall use judgments of the form S; H �
˛

� , indicating that the sequent � is

derivable using the system S with a derivation of height � ˛ with cut degrees < � and

controlled by the operator H (the notion of degree will of course depend on S).

Acceptable operators

Let us recall the standard notions needed for operator controlled derivations (cf.

Buchholz (1992) and Pohlers (2009)). An operator is a map H W Pow.On/ !
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Pow.On/. We define:

˛ 2 H W, ˛ 2 H .;/;

M � H W, M � H .;/;

H � M W, H .;/ � M;

H � H 0 W, 8X: H .X/ � H 0.X/;

H ŒX� ´ œY: H.X [ Y /:

We say that H is Cantorian-closed if for any X � On and any list of ordinals with

�1 � � � � � �n, we have

¨�1 C � � � C ¨�n 2 H .X/ $ f �1; : : : ; �n g � H .X/:

Definition 3.3.1. An operator H is acceptable if it satisfies the following conditions:

� 0; � 2 H .

� H is Cantorian-closed.

� 8X: X � H .X/.

� 8X; Y: X � H .Y / ! H .X/ � H .Y / (in particular, H is idempotent).

The collapsing result for the restricted system that we will treat of in the next section

is stated in terms of a particular hierarchy of acceptable operators, H˛, which mirrors

the ordinal notation system. Here we recall the definition from Buchholz (1992):

Definition 3.3.2. For  any ordinal, let H be the operator that maps X � On toT
f Cl.˛; ˇ/ j X � Cl.˛; ˇ/ ^  < ˛ g. Note that H.;/ D Cl. C 1; 0/ D Cl�. C 1/.

In particular, all the H˛ are closed under the binary Veblen function, in addition to

being acceptable operators.

3.4 the restricted infinitary calculus

The restricted system T is formulated as a Tait-style calculus for finite sets of L1;r
1 -

formulæ.

If � is a set of L1
1-expressions and H is an operator, then we set H Œ�� ´

H Œpar.�/�.
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Definition 3.4.1. The judgment Tr; H �
˛

� holds if par.�/ [ f ˛ g � H and one of

the following conditions is satisfied:

(Atom) There are equivalent closed number terms s; t such that f :U.s/; U.t/ g � �.

(
V

) There is a sentence F 2 � of
V

-type such that Tr; H ŒtF .G/� �

˛G

�; G and

˛G < ˛ for all G 2 CS.F /.

(
W

) There is a sentence F 2 � of
W

-type such that Tr; H �

˛G

�; G and tF .G/; ˛G <

˛ for some G 2 CS.F /.

(.:)IOO) There is a closed number term s and an ordinal term ˇ with .:/I
ˇ

O
.s/ 2 �,

such that Tr; H �

˛0

�; .:/O.I
<ˇ

O
; s/ and ˛0 < ˛.

(RefO) There is a closed number term s with I <�
O

.s/ 2 �, such that Tr; H �

˛0

�; O.I <�
O

; s/ and ˛0 < ˛.

(.:)IOA) There is a sequence of closed number terms Es and an ordinal term ˇ with

.:/P
ˇ

A
.Es/ 2 �, such that Tr; H �

˛0

�; .:/A.I
<ˇ

A
; Es/ and ˛0 < ˛.

(Cut) There is a formula A with rk.A/ < �, Tr; H �

˛0

�; A and Tr; H �

˛0

�; :A for

some ˛0 < ˛.

Note that the inductive operator rules (.:)IOO) and (.:)IOA) come in pairs, one

with : and the other without.

The following results are proved very much along the same lines as those

of Pohlers (1998). However, since our setup is different, we will comment on

the places where things are different.

Lemma 3.4.2 (Inversion Lemma). If Tr; H �
˛

�; F where F is a sentence of
V

-type,

then Tr; H ŒtF .G/� �
˛

�; G for all G 2 CS.F /.

Lemma 3.4.3 (Reduction Lemma). If rk.F / D � ¤ �, and we have both Tr; H �
˛

�; :F as well as Tr; H �

ˇ
�; F , then Tr; H �

˛ # ˇ
�; �.

Proof. The proof is by induction on ˛ # ˇ. If either F or :F is not a main formula

of the last inference of the respective derivation, then we are done by induction

hypothesis. So assume that both are main formulæ.

First suppose that F � U.s/. Since F and :F are main formulæ, the last in-

ference in both derivations is (Atom), so we have U.t/ 2 � and :U.r/ 2 � with

r; s; t numerically equivalent closed number terms. But then �; � can be concluded

by (Atom).

Next suppose that the last inferences have inductive operators as main formulæ
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(either IO or PA). (RefO) is ruled out by supposition, so we can just cut the hypoth-

esis sequents which have matching formulæ of lower rank.

Otherwise, F is assigned a type (since we’re in the restricted system with no

free individual variables), and we can assume without loss of generality that F 2W
-type. Then we can show that ˛ C ˇ is a bound for the reduced derivation, follow-

ing Pohlers (1998, Lemma 3.4.3.5).

Lemma 3.4.4 (Predicative Elimination Lemma). Let H be an operator that is closed

under ˛; ˇ 7! ®˛ˇ, and suppose Tr; H
ˇC¨�

˛
�, where � 62 Œˇ; ˇ C ¨�/ and � 2 H .

Then

Tr; H
ˇ

®�˛
�:

For the next results we need the notion of a †�-sentence of L1;r
1 . Such is obtained

from a closed †-formula A of L1
1 with par.A/ � � by bounding the existential

quantifiers by � . Prominently, I <�
O

.s/ and O.I <�
O

; s/ are both †�-sentences.

If A� is a †�-sentence and � � �, then A� is the †�-sentence we obtain by taking

� as the bounds instead of �.

Lemma 3.4.5 (Lifting Lemma). Suppose A� is a †�-sentence and � � �. Then we have:

1. Tr; H �
˛

�; A� implies Tr; H Œ�� �
˛

�; A�.

2. Tr; H �
˛

�; I
�

O
.s/ implies Tr; H Œ�� �

˛
�; I

�

O
.s/.

3. Tr; H �
˛

�; P
�

A
.s/ implies Tr; H Œ�� �

˛
�; P

�

A
.s/.

Lemma 3.4.6. If Tr; H �
˛

�; 8� < �: G.�/ and ˇ 2 H \ �, then Tr; H �
˛

�; 8� <

ˇ: G.�/.

The two preceding Lemmata are both proved by straightforward induction on ˛.

Theorem 3.4.7 (Boundedness Theorem). If Tr; H �
˛

�; F � for a †˛-sentence F ˛ with

˛ < �, then Tr; H �
˛

�; F ˛.

Proof sketch. The proof is by induction on ˛; cf. Pohlers (1998, Theorem 3.4.3.7).

The only different case is when F � � I <�
O

.s/ in the case of an inference (RefO) with

premise

Tr; H �

˛0

�; I <�
O

.s/; O.I <�
O

; s/;

for some ˛0 < ˛. Using positivity of O we see that O.I <�
O

; s/ is again a †�-sentence,
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so by two uses of the induction hypothesis, we get

Tr; H �

˛0

�; I
<˛0

O
.s/; O.I

<˛0

O
; s/:

Now we are done by the Lifting Lemma and an inference (IOO).

Theorem 3.4.8 (Collapsing Theorem for Tr). Let � be a set of †�-sentences of L1;r
1 ,

and assume Tr; H0 �C1

˛
�. Then

Tr; H¨�C1C˛
§.¨�C1C˛/

§.¨�C1C˛/
�:

Proof sketch. As in Buchholz (1992) and later analyses using operator-controlled

derivations, we need to strengthen the statement in order to have the induction go

through.

For � a set of ordinals and  an ordinal, let A.�I / denote the conjunction

par.�/ � Cl�. C 1/ ^  2 H Œ��:

Then we prove: For all � and  with A.�I /, if � is a set of †�-sentences such that

Tr; H Œ��
�C1

˛
�, then Tr; H Ǫ Œ��

§. Ǫ /

§. Ǫ /
� where Ǫ ´  C ¨�C1C˛.3

The proof is by induction on ˛. Most of the cases are standard, except (Atom)

(which is trivial), (RefO), and (Cut). For (RefO), assume we have I <�
O

.s/ 2 � and

an ordinal ˛0 < ˛ such that

Tr; H Œ��
�C1

˛0

�; O.I <�
O

; s/:

By the induction hypothesis we have, with Ǫ0 ´  C ¨�C1C˛0 ,

Tr; H Ǫ0
Œ��

§. Ǫ0/

§. Ǫ0/
�; O.I <�

O
; s/:

By the Boundedness Theorem, we get

Tr; H Ǫ0
Œ��

§. Ǫ0/

§. Ǫ0/
�; O.I

<§. Ǫ0/

O
; s/:

3The set � is needed to take care of (
V

)-inferences.
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Now use inferences (IOO) and (
W

) to conclude.

In the case of (Cut), we have a sentence A with rk.A/ � � and an ordinal ˛0

such that

Tr; H Œ��
�C1

˛0

�; A and Tr; H Œ��
�C1

˛0

�; :A:

If rk.A/ < �, then rk.A/ 2 H Œ�� \ � � §. C 1/ � §. C ¨�C1C˛/, so we’re done

by induction hypothesis and (Cut).

If rk.A/ D �, we may assume A � 9� < �: G.�/. To the first premise, we may

apply the induction hypothesis. Since par.G.0// � H Œ�� \ � � §. C 1/ � §. Ǫ0/

(with Ǫ0 as above), we see that 9� < §. Ǫ0/: G.�/ is a †§. Ǫ0/-sentence, so we may

apply boundedness to get

Tr; H Ǫ0
Œ��

§. Ǫ0/

§. Ǫ0/
�; 9� < §. Ǫ0/: G.�/:

To the second premise, we may apply Lemma 3.4.6 to get

Tr; H Ǫ0
Œ��

�C1

˛0

�; 8� < §. Ǫ0/: :G.�/:

We easily check A.�I Ǫ0/ so by induction hypothesis we get

Tr; H 0Œ��
§. 0/

§. 0/
�; 8� < §. Ǫ0/: :G.�/;

where  0 ´ Ǫ0 C ¨�C1C˛0 < Ǫ . By (Cut) we obtain

Tr; H 0Œ��
§. 0/

§. 0/C1
�;

which readily entails

Tr; H Ǫ Œ��
§. Ǫ /

§. Ǫ /
�;

as desired.

Completely parallel to the development of Pohlers (2009, Chapter 9), we may

prove a Controlled Tautology and Monotonicity result for Tr:

Lemma 3.4.9 (Controlled Tautology for Tr). For any acceptable operator H and nu-

merically equivalent L1;r
1 -formulæ A and B , if par.�; A/ � H , then

Tr; H 0

2�rk.A/
�; :A; B:
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Lemma 3.4.10 (Monotonicity for Tr). Let H be an acceptable operator, and suppose

Tr; H �
˛

�; :A.s/; B.s/ for all closed number terms s. If O.X; x/ is an X-positive

arithmetical operator form of L0, then

Tr; H �

˛C2�rk.O/
�; :O.A; s/; O.B; s/

for all closed number terms s.

Lemma 3.4.11 (Generalized induction in Tr). For any acceptable operator H we have

Tr; H Œ˛� 0

¨�.˛C1/
:.8x: O.U; x/ ! U.x//; :I ˛

O
.s/; U.s/:

This is derived from the previous Lemmata, and from this we in turn obtain by a

few logical inferences that

Tr; H 0

�C3
.8x: O.U; x/ ! U.x// ! 8x: I <�

O
.x/ ! U.x/:

Thus we see that both of the schematic induction axioms are controlled derivable

in Tr (the first one following directly from (RefO)). Note in particular that we only

need good occurrences of IO .

3.5 the derived infinitary calculus

Like Strahm (2000) we shall use a derived infinitary calculus T to model .ID1/C
On.

Iterating asymmetric interpretation into Tr with substitution back into T will yield

the desired upper bound. We have to be very careful with the fragments involved;

see Fig. 3.1 on the next page for a diagram showing these steps.

The system T is derived by extending the rules of Tr, but formulated in the

language fragment L1;c
1 . This is precisely what is needed to embed .ID1/C

On C .Subst/

and unravel the inductively defined predicate IO .

Remark 3.5.1. It is potentially a source of confusion that we will use two different

notions of rank or degree to control cuts in the two systems. A mnemonic device

that might help is that the restricted system uses only rank defined in Section 3.2,

while the derived system uses degree over † [ …-formulæ.
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In the following definition k bounds the degree (over the † [ …-fragment) of

cut-formulæ in a derivation.

Definition 3.5.2. The degree of a formula F of L1;c
1 over the † [ …-fragment is 0 if

F 2 † [ …; otherwise it is maxf dg.A/; dg.B/ g C 1 if F � A ı B (ı D _; ^); it is

dg.A/ C 1 if F � Q�: A.�/; it is dg.A/ C 2 if F � Q� < ˛: A.�/ (Q D 9; 8).

Definition 3.5.3. The judgment T; H
k

˛
� holds if par.�/ [ f˛g � H and one of the

following conditions is satisfied:

(Atom), (
V

), (
W

), (IOO), (RefO), (IOA) As in Definition 3.4.1 with Tr replaced by

T and � replaced by k (and now variables are allowed in the stage rules).

(Ax) There are numerically equivalent †-formulæ A and B and either f :A; B g �

� or f � ¤ �; :A.�/; B.�/ g � �, or there is a linearity axiom of .ID1/C
On in �.

(Cut) There is a formula A with dg.A/ < k, T; H
k

˛0

�; A and T; H
k

˛0

�; :A for

some ˛0 < ˛.

(8) There is a formula A.�/ with � fresh such that .8�: A.�// 2 � and T; H
k

˛0

�; A.�/ for some ˛0 < ˛.

(9) There is an ordinal variable ˇ and a formula .9�: A.�// 2 � with T; H
k

˛0

�; A.ˇ/ for some ˛0 < ˛.

(†-Ref) There is a †-formula A with .9�: A�/ 2 � such that T; H
k

˛0

�; A for some

˛0 < ˛.

(†-Ind) There is a †-formula A.�/ with � fresh and A.ˇ/ 2 � for a variable ˇ such

that T; H
k

˛0

�; :.8� < �: A.�//; A.�/ for some ˛0 < ˛.

Tr

(restricted system

with no free variables

and no unbounded

quantifiers)

T

(derived system

with free ordinal variables

and † [ … axioms

and rules)

substitution

L1;c
1 in L1;rc

1

asymmetric

interpretation

L1;c
1 7! L1;r

1

Figure 3.1: Relation between infinitary systems for the upper bound
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Theorem 3.5.4 (Partial cut elimination for T). For all finite sets � of L1;c
1 -formulæ,

and all operators H closed under k; ˛ 7! 2k.˛/:

T; H
k

˛
� ! T; H 1

2k.˛/
�:

Proof. This is clear because the main formulæ of all non-logical axioms and rules

are in † [ ….

Completely analogously to the Tautology Lemma for Tr we have:

Lemma 3.5.5 (Tautology lemma for T). We have for all finite sets � of L1;c
1 -formulæ,

and all numerically equivalent L1;c
1 -formulæ A and B , and all acceptable operators H

with par.�; A; B/ � H :

T; H 0

2�dg.A/
�; :A; B:

3.6 connecting the systems

Lemma 3.6.1 (Substitution lemma for Tr into T). Let � .U / be a finite set of L1;rc
1 -

formulæ with no occurrences of PA-literals, and let B.x/ be any formula of L1;c
1 .

Assume Tr; H
�C1

˛
� .U / for some infinite ordinal ˛. Then we have T; H Œpar B� <¨

˛

� .f x j B.x/ g/.

Proof. The case of (Atom) is handled by the Tautology Lemma. Because of the

restriction on � .U / and the cut ranks, the entire derivation is free of PA-literals

(note that the corresponding rules are not invariant under substitution), and in fact

stays within the L1;rc
1 -fragment since any ordinal literals < and D push the rank of a

formula above �.

Since substitution commutes with characteristic sequences, the rules (
W

) and

(
V

) are preserved. Since the operator O is U -free, the rules (.:)IOO) and (RefO)

are preserved as well.

Next we will give an asymmetric interpretation of the † [ …-fragment of T into

Tr. Let � be a finite set of L1;c
1 -formulæ, and � a finite set of L1;r

1 -formulæ. We call

� a .ˇ; /-instance of � , when � arises from � by

(i) replacing each free ordinal variable by an ordinal term less than ˇ.

(ii) bounding each unbounded universal quantifier by ˇ,

(iii) bounding each unbounded existential quantifier by  .
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A simple but crucial fact about these instances is persistency for controlled Tr-

derivability, which is proved easily like the Lifting Lemma and Lemma 3.4.6.

Lemma 3.6.2 (Persistency). Suppose � is a finite set of L1;c
1 -formulæ and � is a finite

set of L
1;r
1 -formulæ. Let �i .for i D 0; 1/ be .ˇi ; i/-instances of � with the same terms

substituted for free variables, where ˇ1 < ˇ0 and 1 > 0. If

par.�/; par.�0/; par.�1/ � H ;

then

Tr; H �
˛

�; �0 implies Tr; H �
˛

�; �1:

Theorem 3.6.3 (Asymmetric interpretation of T into Tr). Assume � is a finite set of

† [ …-formulæ of T so that T; H 1

˛
� . Let ˇ � � be a limit ordinal and put

 ´ ®˛.ˇ C ˇ/. Then for every .ˇ; /-instance � of � with par.�/ [ fˇg � H we

have Tr; H 


�.

Proof. Induction on ˛. We will deal with each case separately.

(Atom) This is clear.

(
V

), (
W

) Note that a formula F 2 � has a corresponding instance QF 2 �, and

for any G 2 CS.F / there is a uniquely corresponding instance QG 2 CS. QF / with

t QF . QG/ D tF .G/. Thus the induction hypothesis can be used directly in each case.

(.:)IOO), (RefO) Since all occurrences of IO are good, these rules are unchanged

from � to �, so the induction hypothesis applies immediately.

(.:)IOA) The only possible free ordinal variable is the stage variable that becomes

instantiated. Since par.�/ � H , we can apply the induction hypothesis.

(Ax) Suppose f :A; B g � � with A and B numerically equivalent †-formulæ of

L1;c
1 . Letting QAˇ and QB be the corresponding instances in �, we see that

par. QAˇ / � ˇ [ f � g � ˇ C 1 by definition of the language fragments (in partic-

ular because of the restriction to good occurrences of IO). By Lemma 3.2.2 we

then get rk. QAˇ / < � C ¨ � .ˇ C 2/ < ¨ˇCˇ � ®˛.ˇ C ˇ/. Now we are done using

the Tautology Lemma and Persistency.

The case f � ¤ �; :A.�/; B.�/ g is similar, and the linearity axioms become

true closed primitive literals.

(Cut) We handle cut exactly as in other asymmetric interpretations, taking cases

according to the shape of the cut formula. If the main connective is not an

unbounded quantifier we can use the induction hypotheses, because ˇ � �
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implies that the rank is less than  . In the case of an unbounded quantifier we

have

T; H 1

˛0

�; 8�: :A.�/ and T; H 1

˛0

�; 9�: A.�/;

where A is a �-formula. The given .ˇ; ®˛.ˇ C ˇ//-instance � of � determines

instantiations for some, though perhaps not all free variables of A. Instantiate

the remaining by 0 to get a compatible instantiation QA. Put 0 ´ ®˛0.ˇ C ˇ/.

By induction hypothesis we get (for the .ˇ; 0/-instance �0)

(3.1) Tr; H 0

0

�0; 9� < 0: QA.�/:

By induction hypothesis for the other judgment, using 0 as the universal bound,

we get for the .0; 1/-instance �1 (where 1 ´ ®˛00)

(3.2) Tr; H 1

1

�1; 8� < 0: : QA.�/:

Persistency applied to (3.1) and (3.2) now yields

Tr; H 0

0

�; 9� < 0: QA.�/ and Tr; H 1

1

�; 8� < 0: : QA.�/:

Now we’re done using a (Cut)-inference in Tr, as long as we can verify that

rk.9� < 0: QA.�// < ®˛.ˇ C ˇ/. But this follows from Lemma 3.2.2.

The remaining cases are handled exactly as by Strahm (2000, Theorem 13).

3.7 reduction

Closed formulæ of the languages L1 and L1
On embed into L1;r

1 and L1;c
1 as described

in Section 3.2. Here, the translations shall be denoted by a ?.

The goal of this section is to analyze the derivations in .ID1/C
On C.Subst/ in terms

of the infinitary calculi of the preceding sections to establish the upper bound. As in

Strahm (2000), we analyze the fragments .ID1/C
On C .Subst/�n where the substitution

rule is used at most n times.

A fundamental sequence for §.��C1/ is obtained as follows: let Ÿ0 ´ ©�C1, and

ŸnC1 ´ ®Ÿn0.4 Then supn<¨ §.Ÿn/ D §.��C1/.

4We start at ©�C1 instead of �C1 in order to get a smoother formulation of the reduction theorem.
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Theorem 3.7.1 (Reduction of .ID1/C
On C .Subst/). Let C be a formula of L1

On, and

let A be a closed formula of L1. Then we have for all natural numbers n, and all

acceptable operators H :

1. .ID1/C
On C .Subst/�n ` C ! T; H 1

<Ÿ2n

C ?.

2. .ID1/C
On C .Subst/�n ` A ! Tr; H

�C1

<Ÿ2nC2

A?.

Proof. We follow Strahm (2000) and prove 1. and 2. together by induction on n.

Base case (n D 0): As discussed above, the defining axioms for .ID1/C
On have

proofs in T of height � C n for some n < ¨. Applying partial cut elimination for T

then yields 1. Asymmetric Interpretation followed by Predicative Cut Elimination

for Tr now gives 2.

Step case (inferring statement for n C 1): This is done by induction on deriva-

tions with every case except (Subst) being trivial. So assume C � A.B/ is proved by

(Subst) applied to the premise A.U /. By induction hypothesis, Tr; H
�C1

<Ÿ2nC2

A?.U /.

Note that A? is free of PA-literals and par.B?/ � f � g � H , so by the Substitution

Lemma for Tr into T, we have T; H <¨

<Ÿ2nC2

A?.B?/. By Partial Cut Elimination for

T, T; H 1

<Ÿ2nC2

A?.B?/ since Ÿ2nC2 is closed under � 7! 2� .

If C is in L1, we can again use Asymmetric Interpretation followed by Predicate

Cut Elimination for Tr to get 2.

Corollary 3.7.2. j.ID1/C
On C .Subst/j � §.��C1).

Proof. Let A be the L0-formula TI.U; �/ for a primitive recursive binary relation

�. If .ID1/C
On C .Subst/ ` A, then only finitely many instances of .Subst/ were used,

so by the previous theorem, we get Tr; H0 �C1

<Ÿn

A? for some n. By the Collapsing

Theorem for Tr, we then get

Tr; HŸnC1 <§.ŸnC1/

<§.ŸnC1/
A?:

Since §.��C1/ is strongly critical, we can now use the Predicative Cut Elimination

Theorem for Tr repeatedly to conclude Tr; HŸnC1 0

<§.��C1/
A?. Now we can forget

about the operator and see that 0

<§.��C1/
A? in a standard infinitary system for num-

ber theory. This implies that the order-type of � is bounded by §.��C1/; cf. Pohlers

(2009, Chapter 6)).
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Chapter 4

L O W E R B O U N D S

4.1 preliminaries

In this section we recall the notion of accessible part of a binary relation �. This is

the inductively defined subset of the field of � determined by the operator

œX: œx: 8y � x: y 2 X:

The least fixed point is denoted Acc�, and jsjAcc�
denotes the inductive norm of s

with respect to Acc�.

We define:

Prog�.X/ W, 8x: .8y � x: y 2 X/ ! x 2 X;

TI�.s; X/ W, Prog�.X/ ! 8x � s: x 2 X:

Lemma 4.1.1. If � is a subrelation of � (i.e., for all x; y we have that x � y implies

x � y), then Prog�.X/ implies Prog�.X/.

Corollary 4.1.2. If � is a subrelation of �, then TI�.s; X/ implies TI�.s; X/.

4.2 outline

We will prove that there is a primitive recursive relation <0 such that for every

˛ < §.��C1/ we get U.ID1/ ` n 2 Acc<0
and jnjAcc<0

D ˛ for some n.

We will do this by combining the condensing argument of Pohlers (2009, Sec-

tion 9.6.2) with the strategy of Feferman and Strahm (2000, Section 5.1).

In the rest of this chapter we will talk exclusively about ordinal notations in OT,

but refer to them as ordinals for short.
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Definition 4.2.1. For ordinals ˛; ˇ define

˛ <0 ˇ W, ˛ < ˇ < �:

Let Acc ´ Acc<0
\ � and M ´ f ˛ j SC.˛/ \ � � Acc g and define

˛ <1 ˇ W, ˛ < ˇ ^ ˛ 2 M ^ ˇ 2 M:

Note that the <0 relation is arithmetical, whereas the <1 relation refers to the

least fixed point, Acc<0
. Instead of defining Acc<0

as a fixed point, we could have

directly defined Acc as the least fixed point of the operator

œX: œ�: � < � ^ 8� < �: � 2 X:

Then Acc<0
D Acc [ f � j � – � g. So Acc<0

and Acc are interdefinable.

Also note that in the standard model, M is the set of all ordinal notations, so

there <1 coincides with <. But since we can only prove that certain initial segments

are well-founded, the <1 relation is what allows the lower bound proof to go through.

In Section 4.4, we shall prove transfinite induction in the sense of <1 for every

initial segment of ��C1. Then in Section 4.5, we use a standard condensation argu-

ment to prove transfinite induction in the sense of <0 for every initial segment of

§.��C1/.

4.3 the accessible part

From now on we write TIi.s; X/ and Progi.X/ instead of TI<i
.s; X/ and Prog<i

.X/,

respectively, for i D 0; 1. We also define

˛ �i X W, 8� <i ˛: � 2 X;

Then Progi.X/ is equivalent to 8˛ �i X: ˛ 2 X and TIi.s; X/ is equivalent to

Progi.X/ ! s �i X . Corresponding to the defining operator for Acc we have the

notion of �-progressive, i.e., progressive on the subclass of terms below �:

Prog�.X/ W, 8˛ < �: ˛ � X ! ˛ 2 X:
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By the inductive definition axioms for Acc<0
we obtain directly

U.ID1/ ` ˛ 2 Acc<0
$ ˛ �0 Acc<0

;(4.1)

U.ID1/ ` Prog0.Acc<0
/;(4.2)

U.ID1/ ` Prog0.U / ! Acc<0
� U;(4.3)

so we get

U.ID1/ ` ˛ 2 Acc $ .˛ < � ^ ˛ � Acc/;(4.4)

U.ID1/ ` Prog�.Acc/;(4.5)

U.ID1/ ` Prog�.U / ! Acc � U:(4.6)

Lemma 4.3.1. We have U.ID1/ ` Prog<.U / ! Prog�.U / and thus also

U.ID1/ ` Prog<.U / ! Acc � U;(4.7)

U.ID1/ ` Prog1.U / ! Acc � U:(4.8)

Proof. If ˛ < � and ˛ � U , then certainly ˛ � U , so ˛ 2 U by Prog<.U /. Now (4.6)

gives the second claim, which combined with Lemma 4.1.1 gives the third.

Lemma 4.3.2. We have

(4.9) U.ID1/ ` .8˛ 2 Acc: ˛ � U ! ˛ 2 U / ! Acc � U:

Proof. Assuming the hypothesis, we need to prove 8˛ 2 Acc: ˛ 2 U , which is equiv-

alent to 8˛ 2 Acc: ˛ 2 Acc ! ˛ 2 U . To this we apply the induction principle (4.6),

yielding ˛ < � satisfying

8ˇ < ˛: ˇ 2 Acc ! ˇ 2 U;

and the goal ˛ 2 Acc ! ˛ 2 U . So assume ˛ 2 Acc. To prove ˛ 2 U we just apply

our hypothesis, noting that any ˇ < ˛ is in Acc by (4.4).

Note how (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) allow us to prove something for an arbitrary element

of Acc by a kind of induction. However, Lemma 4.3.2 is in some sense the strongest

possible, so induction on Acc will refer to this principle.
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Lemma 4.3.3 (U.ID1)). The class Acc contains 0.

Proof. This follows directly from (4.4).

Lemma 4.3.4 (U.ID1/). The class Acc is closed under ordinal addition.

Proof. We want to prove 8˛ 2 Acc: 8ˇ 2 Acc: ˛ C ˇ 2 Acc. Let us apply induction

on ˛ 2 Acc, giving us ˛ 2 Acc with the inductive hypothesis

8� < ˛: .8� 2 Acc: � C � 2 Acc/

and the goal 8ˇ 2 Acc: ˛ C ˇ 2 Acc. Let us apply induction on ˇ 2 Acc, giving us

ˇ 2 Acc with the further inductive hypothesis

8� < ˇ: ˛ C � 2 Acc

and the goal ˛ C ˇ 2 Acc. This we prove by �-progressiveness of Acc, so our new

goals are ˛ C ˇ < � (this is clear) and ˛ C ˇ � Acc. So take � < ˛ C ˇ. If � < ˛, we

are done by assumption. Otherwise, � D ˛ C � for some � < ˇ, and we are done by

the second inductive hypothesis.

Lemma 4.3.5 (U.ID1/). We have Acc � M.

Proof. For ˛ 2 Acc we have ˛ C 1 � Acc, so by the properties of strongly critical

components (Lemma 2.2.2) we get

SC.˛/ \ � � ˛ C 1 � Acc:

Lemma 4.3.6 (U.ID1/). The class Acc is closed under the N® function.

Proof. We want to prove 8˛ 2 Acc: 8ˇ 2 Acc: N®˛.ˇ/ 2 Acc. As in the proof of

Lemma 4.3.4 we induct on Acc twice giving us ˛; ˇ 2 Acc satisfying

8� < ˛: 8� 2 Acc: N®�.�/ 2 Acc;(4.10)

8� < ˇ: N®˛.�/ 2 Acc;(4.11)

and leaving us with the new goal N®˛.ˇ/ 2 Acc, which we prove using �-progressive-

ness, i.e., we need to prove N®˛.ˇ/ < � (which is clear) and

8�: � < N®˛.ˇ/ ! � 2 Acc:
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This in turn we prove by side induction on the term structure of �. Suppose � <

N®˛.ˇ/:

� � D 0 2 Acc by Lemma 4.3.3.

� If � DNF �1 C� � �C�n, then each �i < � so �i 2 Acc by side induction hypothesis.

Thus, � 2 Acc by Lemma 4.3.4.

� If � D N®�.�/, then we have the following possibilities:

1. � < ˛ and � < N®˛.ˇ/: Here we can use (4.10) by the side induction hypoth-

esis for �.

2. � D ˛ and � < ˇ: Here we can use (4.11) directly.

3. � > ˛ and � � ˇ: Here we get � 2 Acc from ˇ 2 Acc by (4.4).

� If � 2 SC, then � � � for some � 2 SC. N®˛.ˇ// D SC.˛/ [ SC.ˇ/ � Acc, so

� 2 Acc by (4.4).

Remark 4.3.7. Setzer (1998) described how in general, given an ordinal notation

system, the class of accessible elements is closed under any part of the notation

system that is built up or defined “from below”, thus generalizing our Lemmata 4.3.4

and 4.3.6.

4.4 stepping up

The following lemmata are similar to those of Pohlers (2009, Lemmata 9.6.17 and

18) concerning the lower bound of ID1, and do not involve the unfolding machinery

at all.1

Lemma 4.4.1. U.ID1/ ` TI1.� C 1; U / ^ K.� C 1/ � � C 1 ^ � C 1 2 M.

Proof. Since K.�C1/ D SC.�C1/ D ;, we trivially have K.�C1/ � �C1^�C1 2

M. Now assume Prog1.U /, i.e., 8˛: ˛ �1 U ! ˛ 2 U . Let ˛ <1 � C 1. We need

to show ˛ 2 U . It suffices to show 8� <1 ˛: � 2 U . So let � 2 M \ �. We know

SC.�/ � Acc, so � 2 Acc. Since we have Prog1.U /, we get � 2 U by (4.8), as

desired.

The idea for the following lemma is that the fundamental properties of Cantor Normal

Forms hold for the <1 relation.

1However, the proof of Pohlers (2009, Lemma 9.6.18) needs to be corrected, since the argument
he gives for (4.13) below is wrong. Pohlers (1989, Lemma 29.13) is stated without proof, but the
argument there in §15 in the case of PA carries over smoothly to the present setting.
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Lemma 4.4.2. If

U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; U / ^ K.˛/ � ˛ ^ ˛ 2 M;

then

U.ID1/ ` TI1.¨˛; U / ^ K.¨˛/ � ¨˛ ^ ¨˛ 2 M:

Proof. We introduce a jump operator J by

J.X/ ´ f ˛ j ˛ 2 M ^8� 2 M: � �1 X ! � C ¨˛ �1 X g

for which we prove

(4.12) U.ID1/ ` Prog1.U / ! Prog1.J.U //:

We reason internally and assume Prog1.U / and take ˛ such that ˛ �1 J.U /. To

prove ˛ 2 J.U / we further assume ˛ 2 M and take � 2 M such that � �1 U and let

� <1 � C ¨˛. We need to show � 2 U . For � < � this follows using � �1 U , and for

� D � it follows using additionally Prog1.U /. Otherwise, we shall find ˇ <1 ˛ and a

numeral n such that

(4.13) � < � < � C ¨ˇ � n:

This follows by writing � and � in Cantor Normal Form using Lemma 2.2.4 and

noting that the components are in M. Now we shall prove

8n: � C ¨ˇ � n �1 U

by ordinary induction on n. For n D 0 this is clear by the assumption � �1 U , and

the induction step follows since ˇ <1 ˛ so ˇ 2 J.U /.

Having established (4.12), we prove the lemma thus: Let ˛ 2 M and K.˛/ � ˛.

Then ¨˛ 2 M and K.¨˛/ � ¨˛ by Lemma 2.2.3. Assuming U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; U /, we

get U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; J.U //. To prove U.ID1/ ` TI1.¨˛; U /, reason internally. From

Prog1.U / we get Prog1.J.U // by (4.12), so ˛ �1 J.U /, so ˛ 2 J.U /. Taking � D 0

then gives ¨˛ �1 U , as desired.

Since we have to be careful to preserve membership in M, the next lemma is not

quite obvious. The idea is the same as for the previous lemma, though, namely to

establish the fundamental properties of the binary Veblen function (and the normal
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forms thereof) for the <1 relation.

Lemma 4.4.3. If

U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; U / ^ K.˛/ � ˛ ^ ˛ 2 M;

then

U.ID1/ ` TI1.®˛0; U / ^ K.®˛0/ � ®˛0 ^ ®˛0 2 M:

Since the proof is a little involved, we break it up into smaller parts. We follow

the overall strategy of Feferman and Strahm (2000, Theorem 3), but adapt the ideas

from the lower bound proof of ID1 (in particular Lemma 4.4.2 above).

The following is the only part that really exercises the unfolding machinery of

U.ID1/. Let A.X; ˛; x/ be a formula with at most X; ˛; x free where we think of X as

a binary predicate variable. We wish to define segments (in terms of the <1-relation)

of the A jump hierarchy starting with U , given set-theoretically by the transfinite

recursion

Y0 ´ f x j U.x/ g;

Y˛ ´ f x j A.Y ˛; ˛; x/ g

where Y ˛ ´ f .ˇ; m/ j ˇ <1 ˛ ^ m 2 Yˇ g.

Using only the predicate axioms in group 4 in Section 1.4, we can find a term rA

such that U.ID1/ proves

….X/ ! ….rA.X; ˛// ^ 8x: x 2 rA.X; ˛/ $ A.X; ˛; x/:

Define a term hierA by

hierA ´ fix
�
œf; ˛:

˚
if ˛ D 0 then prU else rA

�
join.f; .<1 ˛//; ˛

� 	�
:

Here .<1 ˛/ is the predicate holding of those ˇ such that ˇ <1 ˛, and this is defined

from the predicate operations in terms of the inductive definition, so we reflect the

inductively defined predicate Acc<0
as a predicate constant acc<0

. Note that we really

need the dependent join operation here.

Lemma 4.4.4 (U.ID1/). Prog1.f ˛ j ….hierA.˛// g/.
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Proof. Reasoning internally, assume ˛ satisfies

(4.14) 8ˇ <1 ˛: ….hierA.˛//:

We use Theorem 1.4.2 to prove ….hierA.˛//, so we must prove

…
�˚

if ˛ D 0 then prU else rA

�
join.hierA; .<1 ˛//; ˛

� 	�
:

For ˛ D 0 this is clear; for ˛ ¤ 0 we must prove ….join.hierA; .<1 ˛///, but this

follows from the join axiom using (4.14).

Lemma 4.4.5. If

U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; U /;

then

U.ID1/ ` 8ˇ <1 ˛: ….hierA.ˇ//:

Proof. This follows directly from the previous lemma by applying (Subst) to the

assumption. We substitute f ˛ j ….hierA.˛// g for U in TI1.˛; U /, which is allowed,

because even though TI1 references the inductive predicate, it does not reference its

predicate type reflection.

Now we turn to the specific operator that will enable the move from ˛ to ®˛.0/.

First we define a different jump operator, called K (to distinguish it from the one

from Lemma 4.4.2), defined in terms of the <1 relation , as follows:

(4.15) K.X/ ´ f ˛ j ˛ 2 M ^8� 2 M: � �1 X ! � C ˛ �1 X g:

In analogy with (4.12) we have, only easier, that

(4.16) U.ID1/ ` Prog1.U / ! Prog1.K.U //:

Let h and e be primitive recursive functions on ordinal notations such that

� h.0/ D e.0/ D 0,

� h.¨˛/ D 0 and e.¨˛/ D ˛.

� if ˛ D ¨˛1 C � � � C ¨˛n with n > 1 and ˛1 �1 � � � �1 ˛n, then h.˛/ D ¨˛1 C � � � C

¨˛n�1 and e.˛/ D ˛n.

Note that SC.h.˛// [ SC.e.˛// � SC.˛/.
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We define (following Schütte (1977, p. 185), which in turn builds on a suggestion

by Feferman with an improvement by Schwichtenberg) an operator A as follows:

A.X; ˛; �/ ´ 8�: h.˛/ �1 � <1 ˛ ! ®e.˛/� 2 K.X�/

Lemma 4.4.6. U.ID1/ proves the implication: if 8ˇ <1 ˛: ….hierA.ˇ//, then

8ˇ: 0 <1 ˇ <1 ˛ ^ .8� <1 ˇ: Prog1.hierA.�/// ! Prog1.hierA.ˇ//:

Proof. Exactly as in Schütte (1977, Lemma 9 in §21.5), but included here for com-

pleteness.

We reason internally, and assume the hypothesis and take ˇ and  such that

0 <1 ˇ <1 ˛(4.17)

8� <1 ˇ: Prog1.hierA.�//(4.18)

 �1 hierA.ˇ/(4.19)

We need to show  2 hierA.ˇ/, that is, 8�: h.ˇ/ �1 � <1 ˇ ! ®e.ˇ/ 2 K.hierA.�//.

By (4.16) it suffices to show 8�: h.ˇ/ �1 � <1 ˇ ! ®e.ˇ/ �1 K.hierA.�//, which

is equivalent to 8� <1 ®e.ˇ/: 8�: h.ˇ/ �1 � <1 ˇ ! � 2 K.hierA.�//. This in

turn we prove by induction on the term structure of �. In each case we may assume

� <1 ®e.ˇ/ , and fix � with h.ˇ/ �1 � <1 ˇ:

� The case � D 0 is trivial.

� For � D � we get � 2 K.hierA.�// from (4.18), (4.16) and Lemma 4.4.1.

� The case � D �1 C � � � C �n is handled by a subsidiary induction on n, using

�i <1 � so by induction hypothesis, �i 2 K.hierA.�//.

� For � D ®�1
.�2/ there are three sub-cases:

1. For �1 < e.ˇ/ put �1 ´ � C ¨�1 , so 0 <1 �1 <1 ˇ. By induction hypothesis

we get �2 2 K.hierA.�1//. Then �2 2 hierA.�1/, that is,

8ı: h.�1/ �1 ı <1 �1 ! ®e.�1/.�2/ 2 K.hierA.ı//:

Looking at the Cantor normal forms, we see that h.�1/ �1 � < �1 and

e.�1/ D �1, so � 2 K.hierA.�//, as desired.

2. If �1 D e.ˇ/, then �2 <1  , so �2 2 hierA.ˇ/. Therefore, ®e.ˇ/.�2/ 2

K.hierA.�//.
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3. If �1 > e.ˇ/, then � <  , so as in the previous case we get ®e.ˇ/.�/ 2

K.hierA.�//. But � � ®e.ˇ/.�/, so � 2 K.hierA.�//, as desired.

� For � D §.�1/ we have � < � since � 2 M, so � 2 Acc and we get � 2

K.hierA.�// from (4.18), (4.16) and (4.8).

Proof of Lemma 4.4.3. We begin by assuming

U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; U / ^ K.˛/ � ˛ ^ ˛ 2 M:

We use Lemma 4.4.2 to conclude

U.ID1/ ` TI1.¨˛; U / ^ K.¨˛/ � ¨˛ ^ ¨˛ 2 M:

Then also U.ID1/ ` TI1.¨˛ C 1; U /, so by (Subst), Lemmata 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 we get

U.ID1/ ` TI1

�
¨˛ C 1; f ˇ j ˇ <1 ¨˛ C 1 ! Prog1.hierA.ˇ// g

�
(4.20)

U.ID1/ ` 8ˇ <1 ¨˛ C 1: ….hierA.ˇ//;(4.21)

U.ID1/ ` 8ˇ: 0 <1 ˇ <1 ¨˛ C 1 ^ .8� <1 ˇ: Prog1.hierA.�///(4.22)

! Prog1.hierA.ˇ//:

From now on we reason internally in U.ID1/. The parts K.®˛.0// � ®˛.0/ and

®˛.0/ 2 M are clear, so we need to prove TI1.®˛.0/; U /. So assume Prog1.U /, or

equivalently, Prog1.hierA.0//. Together with (4.22) this yields

8ˇ <1 ¨˛ C 1: .8� <1 ˇ: Prog1.hierA.�/// ! Prog1.hierA.ˇ//:

This is equivalent to Prog1.f ˇ j ˇ <1 ¨˛ C 1 ! Prog1.hierA.ˇ// g/, so combined

with (4.20) we get

8ˇ <1 ¨˛ C 1: Prog1.hierA.ˇ//:

In particular, 0 2 hierA.¨˛/, so

0 2 rA.join.hierA; .<1 ¨˛//; ¨˛/:

Since X� D hierA.�/ when � <1 ¨˛ and X D join.hierA; .<1 ¨˛//, this is in turn
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equivalent to

8�: h.¨˛/ �1 � <1 ¨˛ ! ®e.¨˛/.0/ 2 K.hierA.�//:

Since h.¨˛/ D 0 and e.¨˛/ D ˛, we get

8� <1 ¨˛: ®˛.0/ 2 K.hierA.�//:

Putting � D 0 we get ®˛.0/ 2 K.U /, which by the definition of K in (4.15) gives

8� 2 M: � �1 U ! � C ®˛.0/ �1 U . In particular, ®˛.0/ �1 U , as desired.

4.5 condensation

The following lemmata are proved like those of Pohlers (2009, Lemmata 9.6.15

and 16).

Define

Acc� ´ f ˛ j K.˛/ � ˛ ^ ˛ 2 M ! §.˛/ 2 Acc g:

Lemma 4.5.1. U.ID1/ ` Prog1.Acc�/.

Proof. Reasoning internally, assume ˛ �1 Acc�, K.˛/ � ˛ and ˛ 2 M . We prove

§.˛/ 2 Acc using �-progressiveness of Acc, so we need §.˛/ < � (which is clear)

and §.˛/ � Acc. We shall prove

8�: � < §.˛/ ! � 2 Acc

by complete induction on the term structure of �. Suppose � < §.˛/:

� � D 0 2 Acc by Lemma 4.3.3.

� If � DNF �1 C � � � C �n, then each �i < � so �i 2 Acc by induction hypothesis.

Thus, � 2 Acc by Lemma 4.3.4.

� If � D N®�.�/, then �; � � �, so �; � 2 Acc by induction hypothesis. Thus, � 2 Acc

by Lemma 4.3.6.

� If � DNF §.�0/, then �0 < ˛ and K.�0/ � �0. To show that �0 2 M let � 2

SC.�0/ \ �. Then � DNF §.�/ for some � 2 K.�0/ � ˛. Thus � D §.�/ < §.˛/,

so by induction hypothesis for � we have � 2 Acc, as desired.

Thus, �0 <1 ˛, so �0 2 Acc� which in turn implies that � D §.�0/ 2 Acc,

since �0 2 M .
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Lemma 4.5.2 (Condensation). If

U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; U / ^ K.˛/ � ˛ ^ ˛ 2 M;

then

U.ID1/ ` §.˛/ 2 Acc:

Proof. From the previous lemma and U.ID1/ ` TI1.˛; Acc�/ we obtain U.ID1/ `

˛ �1 Acc�. Using the previous lemma again we get U.ID1/ ` ˛ 2 Acc� which

together with K.˛/ � ˛ and ˛ 2 M implies U.ID1/ ` §.˛/ 2 Acc, as desired.

Corollary 4.5.3. For every ordinal ˛ < §.��C1/, U.ID1/ ` TI.˛; U /.

Proof. This follows directly from Lemmata 4.4.1 to 4.4.3.
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Chapter 5

C O N C L U S I O N

The main contribution of this thesis is the proof of the main theorem, which calculates

the proof-theoretic ordinal of the unfolding of ID1, namely jU.ID1/j D §.��C1/.

This thus settles a specific conjecture of Feferman.

The upper bound required a new combination of proof-theoretic techniques,

specifically local predicativity via operator-controlled derivations and predicative

asymmetric interpretation. Since operator-controlled derivations themselves are a

form of impredicative asymmetric interpretation, this work opens the possibility for

a unification of the techniques.

Let us now turn to other avenues of further work.

5.1 further work

Restricted join

For the unfolding of ID1 it is necessary in the predicate structure to include a join

operation that depends on a predicate to index the disjoint union, rather than just

taking unions indexed by the natural numbers. It still remains to determine the

exact strength of the unfolding of ID1 when we only have the original, restricted join

operator, joinr, axiomatized by:

.8y: ….f .y/// ! ….joinr.f // ^ 8x: x 2 joinr.f / $ 9y; ´: x D .y; ´/ ^ ´ 2 f .y/:

The strength of the resulting system lies between §.®2.� C 1//, that is, the collapse

of the first fixed point of œ˛: ©˛ after �, and §.��C1/. For the lower bound, this

would follow from Feferman and Strahm (2000, §6.1) together with the techniques

in Chapter 4. I conjecture that the exact strength is in fact §.®2.� C 1//, but at the

moment I do not see how to establish the upper bound.
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The unfolding of ID�

It would be very natural to study also the unfoldings the schematic systems of theories

of (�-times) iterated inductive definitions, ID� , where � is an ordinal of a constructive

ordinal notation system. These theories were introduced by Feferman (1970a); the

main reference for the basic setup and the original proof-theoretic analysis is the

monograph of Buchholz, Feferman, Pohlers, and Sieg (1981). One of the main

results is that jID�j D §.©��C1/. The methods used in this thesis should apply without

much difficulty to establish that jU.ID�/j D §.���C1/, generalizing the result for

ID1.

Note that if we define

ID<� ´
[

�<�
ID� ;

then it would follow from such a result that jU.ID<�/j D jID<�j for limit ordinals �.

This doesn’t contradict the fact that the unfoldings often prove the consistency of the

starting system S, because that only happens when S has a finite number of schemata.

The general situation would be as in Table 5.1. The first line is from Fefer-

man and Strahm (2000), the second line from this thesis, and the other lines are

conjectures.

Connections with iterated fixed points

It seems very likely that many unfolding systems can be interpreted using iterated

fixed points. The rough idea is to model the predicate structure using the fixed points

and let each use of the substitution rule correspond to one extra fixed point. Indeed,

T jU0.T/j jU.T/j

NFA ©0 �0

ID1 §.©�C1/ §.��C1/

ID<¨ §.�¨/ §.�¨/

ID¨ §.©�¨C1/ §.��¨C1/

ID� §.©��C1/ §.���C1/

Table 5.1: Strengths of theories; the ones below the line are conjectured.
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the theory of finitely many fixed points, cID<¨, is equivalent to the unfolding of NFA,

with both theories having proof-theoretic ordinal �0 (for cID<¨ this was established

by Feferman (1982b)). Thus I conjecture that U.ID1/ is equivalent to a theory of

finitely iterated fixed points on top of ID1.

Avigad (1996) connected the first-order theory cID<¨ of finitely many iterated

fixed points with the second order theory FP that formulates the existence of fixed

points of arithmetical operators as a schema (notably with set parameters allowed):

(FP) 9X: 8x: x 2 X $ A.X; x/

He shows that these theories prove the same arithmetical sentences. This raises the

question of whether the second order theory ID2
1 C .FP/ is equivalent to U.ID1/.

Parametrized arithmetical fixed points

It also seems quite natural to consider a theory that allows the formation of arith-

metical inductive definitions relative to any previously introduced sets. A natural

formalization of this idea is ID<¨, and we’ve conjectured in Section 5.1 that the

strength of the unfolding of this theory is no stronger.

However, the formal unfolding system does not quite do the work it is supposed

to do in this case, as we lose the possibility of applying the idea “form an inductive

definition relative to already defined objects” in all generality. But I conjecture that a

suitable formalization of unfolding for this idea will still be of the same strength as

ID<¨.

Intuitionistic theories and type theories

As mentioned in Appendix B, extending the finite type structure for functionals

on ordinals into the transfinite is a nontrivial matter. Something that has not been

addressed in the work by Aczel (1972) and Höwel (1977) is to what extent these

structures qualify as extensions of the finitary standpoint in the sense of Gödel (1958).

It seems much more promising to try to reconstruct the Aczel-Höwel functionals in a

type theory that is uncontroversially constructive, such as type theory in the sense of

Martin-Löf (1975). Indeed, using the techniques of Griffor and Rathjen (1994),

Palmgren (1992), and Setzer (1993), it should be possible to show for a Martin-Löf

type theory with a base type for the natural numbers as well as a base type for the
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second constructive tree ordinal class, and a predicative hierarchy of universes on

top, both that

� the proof-theoretic strength is exactly that of U.ID1/, which we have determined

to be §.��C1/, and that

� suitable constructive versions of Höwel’s H functionals are definable.

Indeed it seems puzzling, almost an accident of history that this theory has not already

been analyzed in the literature. But working out this idea in detail must be left for

another occasion.

We will note, though, that this would also help settle the conjecture of Feferman

(1991) that the schematic reflective closure of a suitable theory of constructive or-

dinals with a schematic principle of transfinite induction (similar to Howard 1972;

Takeuti 1965) would be equivalent to some theory ID<˛ of iterated inductive def-

initions. Currently, I would conjecture the strength to be that of U.ID1/, namely

§.��C1/.

Unfolding of set theory

For the broader unfolding program, leaving the realm of inductive definitions, is

the matter of unfolding set theory. As mentioned in Appendix A.3, Zermelo set

theory with an open-ended schema of separation as well as Zermelo-Fraenkel set

theory with the replacement schema, are prominent systems suitable for unfolding.

Of course, they are too strong for a traditional proof-theoretic treatment, but perhaps

they can be analyzed using ideas from the relativized ordinal analysis of Rathjen

(2014).
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Appendix A

H I S T O R Y O F U N F O L D I N G S

a.1 motivation of the unfolding program

A very basic goal of the foundations of mathematics is the study of formal systems for

the axiomatization of various mathematical concepts, particularly those that are rich.

It is well known since Gödel that any formal system encompassing already a

weak system of arithmetic will be incomplete: the axioms will leave certain sentences

undecided.

As a result, we are naturally led to search for stronger axioms. One instance

of this is provided by Gödel’s program for new axioms, that he advocated for most

of his life, starting already in 1931 (Feferman 1996). In particular, here are Gödel’s

remarks at the 1946 Princeton Bicentennial Conference:

Let us consider, e.g., the concept of demonstrability. It is well known

that, in whichever way you make it precise by means of a formalism, the

contemplation of this very formalism gives rise to new axioms which are

exactly as evident and justified as those with which you started, and this

process of extension can be iterated into the transfinite. So there cannot

exist any formalism which would embrace all these steps, but this does not

exclude that all these steps (or at least all of them which give something

new for the domain of propositions in which you are interested) could be

described and collected together in some non-constructive way.

(Gödel 1990, p. 151, emphasis added)

For the strongest foundational theories as of today, namely set theory with various

large cardinal axioms, we would like to have a uniform justification for these axioms

that we could use to find ever stronger axioms.

The unfoldings form just such a uniform procedure, first proposed by Feferman

(1996) and inspired in part by the emphasized part of the above quotation. However,

there is an extensive background to his proposal.
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a.2 early forerunners of unfoldings

Already Turing’s thesis (Turing 1939) can be seen as an attempt at building stronger

theories in a uniform way. Turing noted that the proof of the incompleteness theorems

by itself gives the means of progressing from an incomplete system S0 to a stronger

system S1 (by adjoining a consistency statement for S0, Con.S0/). By iterating this

procedure we obtain an effective list of systems hSnin<¨ from which we can form the

effective union S¨ D
S

n<¨ Sn. The procedure can then be applied to S¨ to obtain

S¨C1 and so on into the transfinite. But in order to ensure that all the systems are

effectively presented, we need to use not ordinals per se, but rather notations for

constructive ordinals, such as the system O of Church and Kleene (1937). These

encode the primitive recursive well-orderings on the natural numbers, and the least

ordinal not expressible in this way is hence known as the Church–Kleene ordinal,

¨CK
1 .

Turing considered the particular progressions where S0 D PA, Peano Arithmetic,

and S˛C1 ´ S˛ [ f Con.S˛/ g. Since the consistency statements are …0
1, it makes

sense to ask whether the union,
S

˛<¨CK
1

S˛ is complete for …0
1-sentences of arithmetic.

Turing provided an affirmative answer to this question, given by a construction

that to a particular …0
1-sentence associates a notation a that is in O just in case the

sentence is true, and then is of height ¨ C 1. This is of course disappointing; as Turing

wrote:

The theorem of completeness is also unexpected in that the ordinal formulæ

used are all formulæ representing ¨. This is contrary to our intentions

in constructing ƒP for instance; implicitly we had in mind large ordinals

expressed in a simple manner. Here we have small ordinals expressed in a

very complex and artificial way. (Turing 1939)

Here ƒP is what Turing called an ordinal logic, that is, a family of systems indexed

by O. See the account of Feferman (2006) for more details about the history and

contents of Turing’s thesis.

Technically, in order to form the limit stages of ordinal logics, we need to rep-

resent a recursively enumerable sequence of theories in a faithful way. This is not

entirely trivial as can be seen by the work of Feferman (1960) which treats in detail

of the intensional aspects theories with infinitely many axioms. The results, both

positive and negative, can be summarized as follows:

1. If T is a consistent extension of PA and �.x/ is a †0
1 formula enumerating the
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axioms of T in PA, then Con.�/ is not provable in T.

2. If T is any system whose axioms are enumerated by any formula �.x/ in PA, then

T is interpretable in PA C Con.�/.

3. One can construct a bi-numeration1 �� of PA in PA such that PA ` Con.��/.

4. Moreover, for any reflexive2 extension T of PA, one can construct a binumeration

�� of T in T such that PA ` Con.��/.

(See also Feferman 1997.)

Ordinal logics were later renamed transfinite progressions of axiomatic theories

in the study by Feferman (1962). There, Feferman considered not only progressions

based on adding consistency statements, but also the so-called local and uniform

reflection principles.

Reflection principles

The local reflection principle is the schema,

(RfnS) ProvS.pAq/ ! A;

where A ranges over sentences in the language of S, and pAq denotes the Gödel

number of A according to some acceptable coding (we will assume that all systems S

under consideration contain enough machinery to allow such Gödel numbering).

We remark that (RfnS) allows us to derive Con.S/ (take A to be a contradiction),

so progressions based on the local reflection principle are stronger than those based

on adding consistency statements. Thus, by Turing’s result, starting with Peano

arithmetic, we get completeness for …0
1-sentences, but Feferman showed, contrary to

Turing’s hope, that they are incomplete for …0
2-sentences (in the language of number

theory, L0).

The uniform reflection principle states for A.x/ a formula in the language of S

with only x free,

(RFNS) 8x: ProvS.pA. Px/q/ ! A.x/:

1A bi-numeration is an enumeration each instance of which is decided by the target theory.
2A system is reflexive if it proves the consistency of each of its finite subsystems (represented as a

finite disjunction of tests against the Gödel numbers of axioms).
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For an acceptable system S, the uniform reflection principle, (RFNS), is equivalent to

a formalized ¨-rule:

(RFN’S) .8x: ProvS.pA. Px/q// ! 8x: A.x/:

This observation is by Feferman (1962, Theorem 2.19). Feferman showed that the

progression starting from PA based on the uniform reflection principle is complete

for all sentences in the language of arithmetic.

However, as shown by Feferman and Spector (1962) these progressions are

far from invariant (meaning notations for the same ordinals do not necessarily give

equivalent theories), in that there are paths through O for which this progression is

not even complete for …0
1-sentences.3

So a major problem with the notions based on transfinite progressions is the

dependence on the choice of ordinal notations. In fact, a key observation is that the

trick used to prove the above completeness theorem relies on choosing notations that

cannot be seen to be notations on the basis of the starting system S0.

Autonomous progressions

One possible answer to this worry is to restrict to autonomous progressions, where

we are only allowed to progress to a system Sa when we have a proof in some

previous system Sb that a 2 O. This idea is very fruitful and has been used to propose

characterizations of finitism (Kreisel 1960, 1970) and predicativity relative to the

natural numbers (Feferman 1964, 1968).

A key part of these efforts is the attempt to capture all principles of proof and

ordinals which are implicit in given concepts (Kreisel 1970). The reflective closure

(and unfoldings), by way of contrast, tries to avoid reference to ordinal notations as a

part of the basic concept, the idea being to try to explicate the implicit mathematical

content of the concepts of S without any prima facie use of the notions of ordinal or

well-ordering (Feferman 1991).

Before we get to the unfoldings, however, I would like to mention the approaches

based on truth, and before we can discuss either of these, it is necessary to digress in

order to discuss schematic theories.

3See the work by Franzén (2004a,b) for more details on transfinite progressions.
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a.3 schematic theories

It is very common for mathematical theories to be formulated with one or more

schemata as well as axioms. For example, consider the induction schema in Peano

arithmetic, which is usually stated as

A.0/ ^ .8x: A.x/ ! A.x0// ! 8x: A.x/;

where A ranges over formulæ in the language of number theory (with symbols for

zero (0), successor (0), addition (C), multiplication (�), and possibly further primitive

recursive functions). This is the usual, modern formulation (apparently due to von

Neumann around 1927; see the discussion and historical remarks by Feferman 1991,

§1.5,6). An earlier formulation would be

U.0/ ^ .8x: U.x/ ! U.x0// ! 8x: U.x/;

where now U is a free unary predicate variable. In this formulation we have to adjoin

to the logical calculus a rule of substitution

A.U /

A.f x j B.x/ g/

where A is any formula in the language, including predicate variables like U , and B.x/

is a formula with a distinguished free variable, x. The formula in the conclusion is

obtained from A by replacing throughout any subformula U.x/ with B.x/ (replacing

bound variables as necessary). The notation indicates that we think of f x j B.x/ g as

representing the class of those x such that B.x/.

The chief advantage of this second formulation of schemata is that it more

precisely reflects how we understand them: they are supposed to be valid for all

definite classes, not just those we can formulate right now in the base language. It is

this advantage that we can leverage to form the reflective closures and unfoldings.

Let us therefore call schematic axioms in this second sense, open-ended schemata.

I should note (as already did Feferman 1991, §1.5) that this is conceptually

different from going to a second order axiom, say, for induction,

8X: 0 2 X ^ .8x: x 2 X ! x0 2 X/ ! 8x: x 2 X;
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because this then brings in the full ontology of sets that relies on the comprehension

scheme, either in the usual schematic form,

9X: 8x: x 2 X $ A.x/;

or in the open-ended schematic form,

9X: 8x: x 2 X $ U.x/:

Of course it is interesting to study this conception (both for second order theories,

and for separation in Zermelo set theory), but it should be recognized that the

additional ontology takes us far beyond what is warranted by the concepts implicit in

an arbitrary starting system S.

a.4 reflective closure

The next logical step after the approaches based on reflection comes from seeing that

the reflection principles (RfnS) and (RFNS) aim to express that whatever is derivable

in a given system should be true. Thus, we can try to directly overlay a theory of truth

on top of S in order to capture this idea more precisely.

Feferman (1991) first describes the so-called weak truth theory for any ordinary

theory S, obtained by expanding the language by a truth predicate, T, and axiomatiz-

ing its application to statements of the original language, L. The resulting theory is

then a conservative extension of S that proves the Tarski truth schema (“convention

T”) for sentences A of the language of S, T.pAq/ $ A.

It is exactly at this point that the schematic theories come into play, because

for these we now have the option of using all instances in the expanded language in

the schemata of S. The resulting concept is the ordinary truth theory of a schematic

theory (Feferman 1991, §2.5). A key result is the following theorem.

Theorem A.4.1. Suppose S.U / is a finitely axiomatized schematic theory extending

schematic PA, in a language extending the usual language of number-theory, L
0. Let S

be the non-schematic version of S.U / over L
0. Then the ordinary truth theory of S.U /

proves

8a: SentL0.a/ ^ ProvS.a/ ! T.a/:
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In particular, the ordinary truth theory proves the uniform reflection principle

for S. Furthermore, this argument is formalizable in PA so the ordinary truth theory

for PA proves Con.PA C RFNPA/.4

The ideas behind the self-applicative truth theories trace back at least to an

influential paper by Kripke (1975). The formal systems I shall describe here date back

to two lectures of Feferman for the Association of Symbolic Logic in 1979 and 1983,

but this work was only published by Feferman (1991) after several similar versions

had appeared in the literature (cf. Reinhardt 1986 and Cantini 1989; see also the

introduction of Feferman 1991).

The ordinary reflective closure Ref.S.U // is formulated in terms of partial truth

and falsity predicates T and F and axioms for self-reflecting truth (Kripke 1975). These

are self-applicable in the sense that they apply (codes of) sentences of the expanded

language, L.T; F/.

The schematic reflective closure Ref�.S.U // goes beyond that and allows rea-

soning about schematic truth as well, i.e., asking which schemata ought to be accepted

when one has accepted the axioms and schemata of S. This is achieved by expand-

ing the language to L.U; T; F/, adjoining axioms of self-applicable truth, now also

applying to formulæ involving U , and then taking the substitution rule in the form,

A.U /

A.f x j B.x/ g/

where A is a formula of L.U /, while B.x/ is any formula of L.U; T; F/. We need the

restriction because T and F can apply to (codes of) formulæ mentioning U .

Feferman (1991) established the following proof-theoretic equivalences:

Ref.PA.U // � RA<©0

Ref�.PA.U // � RA<�0

Jäger (1986, p. 123) sketched how the latter result can also be obtained by an

embedding of reflective machinery in the theory KPi0 of Kripke-Platek set theory with

an inaccessible universe of sets but without foundation. Jäger used cut elimination

with asymmetric interpretation to show that the strength of this theory is �0; this

4The next step could be to study the iterations of the truth theories to obtain ramified truth theories.
Starting with PA.U /, these turn out to be intertranslatable with the usual theories of ramified analysis,
RA˛ , described by Feferman (1964). Thus, we shall not pursue these further, but instead move on to
approaches based on self-applicative or self-reflecting notions of truth.
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technique is crucial for dealing with the unfolding systems as well as we saw in

Chapter 3.

Relations to paradoxes

Partiality is a key idea in the self-applicable truth theories, so a small digression we

can make at this point is to discuss its rôle in dealing with the usual paradoxes (e.g.,

Russell’s paradox of sets R D f x j x 62 x g and Tarski’s paradox on the undefinability

of truth).

Feferman (1984) mentions three approaches to the paradoxes:

1. Restriction of syntax.

2. Restriction of logic.

3. Restriction of basic principles.

Various type theories take route 1, while Zermelo set theory opts for 3. It seems

tempting to follow route 2, because it feels like statements such as R 2 R and the liar

could be counted as undefined, somehow. That would make for an approach with

three truth values, ˝ D f t; f; u g but ordered such that u is below t and f. Thus, u

represents not a definite truth value, but rather the absence of one. The connectives

operate continuously on ˝ via Kleene’s strong three-valued logic, as shown in Fig. A.1

(for the binary connectives, read p down and q across).

However, as noted by Feferman (1984), sustained reasoning directly using three-

valued logic is almost impossible, so it is on this background that the reflective closures

p :p

t f

f t

u u

p ^ q t f u

t t f u

f f f f

u u f u

p _ q t f u

t t t t

f t f u

u t u u

p ! q t f u

t t f u

f t t t

u t u u

p $ q t f u

t t f u

f f t u

u u u u

Figure A.1: Kleene’s strong three-valued logic
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are built, using classical logic to reason about partial truth and falsity predicates.

Other truth theories

Friedman and Sheard (1987) introduced a series of axiomatized theories of self-

applicable truth in classical logic and established the strength of a number of them.

The remaining strengths were determined by Leigh and Rathjen (2010).

Cantini (1990) introduced a theory of truth, VF (named after van Fraassen’s

work on supervaluations) that he shows is equivalent to ID1 for arithmetical sen-

tences. This increase in strength comes about because of a desire to have all classical

tautologies be true; thus truth is no longer required to be grounded.

a.5 theories of operations

The problem with the various theories of truth from our perspective is that, going

back to the quotation of Gödel mentioned in the beginning, the various truth axioms

are hardly exactly as evident and justified as those of a system S. It is at this point that

our insistence on the study of systems in classical first-order logic comes into play.

Indeed, these systems are formulated in signatures consisting of both function and

predicate symbols, so a very natural way to proceed will be to expand the range of

operations on individuals (as expressed by function symbols) and also the range of

operations on predicates (as expressed by the logical connectives) that the schematic

theory can reason about.

There are a range of choices to be made in how to carry out this program. The

first choice is how to represent abstract operations. The approach taken at first by

Feferman (1996) is to use recursive definability theory as pioneered in the thesis of

Platek (1966) and developed as abstract recursion theory (Feferman 1977; Kechris

and Moschovakis 1977; Moschovakis 1977, 1984). Here, we ask which operations

of higher type should be considered recursively definable from a given collection

of basic operations. It turns out that if we are just interested in the resulting base

level operations, then we can restrict attention to objects of type level at most 2:

Platek (1966) showed that total recursively definable operations can be defined using

only objects of type level at most two, and Plotkin (1978) showed that once you

have the partial continuous functionals of type 1 together with the type 2 continuous

endofunctors on these, then you have the full partial continuous type structure. Thus,

partial functions and functionals of type level 2 form the basic operational structure
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of the unfoldings as described in Appendix A.6.

The approach to unfoldings taken later by Feferman and Strahm (2010) is to

use abstract partial combinatory algebras to represent abstract operations. Combina-

tory algebra itself originated with Schönfinkel (1924) and the work of Curry (see

Curry and Feys 1958), who himself wanted to base logic on operational notions.

Primarily in order to accommodate more examples, it is more convenient to use

partial combinatory algebras, going back at least to work by Feferman (1975) and

Hyland (see Hyland, Johnstone, and Pitts 1980).

A benefit of both of these approaches is that they confront a criticism of the

approaches to reflection based on arithmetization of the logical machinery. Indeed,

the arithmetized encodings, with their ensuing possibilities for non-canonical encod-

ings with surprising properties, miss the in practice canonical nature of the logical

machinery and the provability relation. In order to account for this, Feferman (1989)

(and earlier Feferman 1982a), described a system for presenting logical systems in

a finitary inductive style that more closely resembles the way we think about these

informally. This style lends itself very well to formalization in the unfoldings, as we

shall see below.

Another motivation for operations

For another way to see that it is necessary to invoke applicative theories (allowing

self-application because of our type-free approach), consider that truth theories and

similar theories allow us to define classes internally as formulæ with a distinguished

free variable. If we let a; b; f 2 Cl denote classes in this sense, then we can try to

declare that f is a function from a to b by saying it is a class of ordered pairs:

.f W a ! b/ W, f � a � b ^ 8x 2 a: 9Šy 2 b: hx; yi 2 f:

However, in this setting, we do not have that a; b 2 Cl ! f f 2 Cl j f W a ! b g 2 Cl.

A counter-example is f0; 1gV where V is the universal class. This is a critical defect,

function classes being fundamental for mathematical reasoning (Feferman 1984, §13).

But when operations are taken as primitive, function classes are recovered.
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a.6 unfoldings

We thus finally get to the unfoldings themselves. In the previous section I mentioned

the operational basis, either in terms of recursive definability theory, or in terms of

partial combinatory algebra. This level is called the operational unfolding, usually

denoted U0.S/ for a schematic system S.

To get the full unfolding, U.S/, we add primitives for the atomic predicates of S

and operations on predicates for conjunction, negation, universal quantification, as

well as an operation for disjoint union of predicates. Sometimes we might wish to

study the version without join; this is then called the intermediate unfolding system,

U1.S/.

The main text described the version of unfolding that is based on a partial

combinatory algebra (Section 1.4). Here we describe an earlier version based on

recursive definability theory (cf. Feferman (1996) and Feferman and Strahm (2000)).

In this version, the schematic unfolding U.S/ contains three types of objects:

Typ 1 The basic types are š (for individuals) and  n (for n-ary predicates). We let

�; � range over these types.

Typ 2 We have partial function types of the form Eš * š and Eš *  n. We let �0; �0

range over the former and �; � range over both.

Typ 3 .E�0;Eš ! š/ and .E�; E� *  n/ are types of partial functionals.

The terms are generated as follows:

Tm 1 Individual variables of basic types �. We use x; y; ´; : : : as variables of type š

and Xn; Y n; Zn; : : : as variables of type  n, omitting the superscript n when it

can be inferred from the context.

Tm 2 Partial function variables f; g; h; : : : of the partial function types � .

Tm 3 For each basic functional of S, a functional constant Fi of appropriate type,

and for each basic predicate of S, a predicate constant Pi of appropriate type.

Tm 4 Cond.r; s/ W .E�0;Eš; š; š * š/ for r; s W .E�0;Eš * š/;

Cond.r; s/ W .E�; E�; š; š *  n/ for r; s W .E�; E� *  n/.

Tm 5 r.Es; Et / W š for r W .E�0;Eš * š/, Es W E�0, Et W Eš;

r.Es; Et / W  n for r W .E�; E� *  n/, Es W E� , Et W E�.

Tm 6 .œ Ef; Ex: t/ W .E�0;Eš * š/ for Ef W E�0, Ex W Eš, and t W š;

.œ Ef; Ex: t/ W .E�; E� *  n/ for Ef W E� , Ex W E�, and t W  n.

Tm 7 LFP.œf; Ex: t/ W .E� * �/ for f W Eš * �, Ex W Eš, and t W �.

Furthermore, we have terms for operations on and to predicates:

Tm 8 Eq W  2.
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Tm 9 PrU W  1 for the free predicate variable U .

Tm 10 Inv.s; t1; : : : ; tm/ W  n for s W  m, t1; : : : ; tm W Eš * š where the length of Eš is n.

Tm 11 Neg.t/ W  n for t W  n.

Tm 12 Conj.s; t/ W  n for s; t W  n.

Tm 13 Un.t/ W  n for t W  nC1.

Tm 14 Join.t/ W  nC1 for t W š *  n.

Tm 15 DJoin.t; s/ W  nC1 for t W š *  n and s W  1.

The formulæ are given by:

Fm 1 The atomic formulæ are:

(i) r D s, r# and U.r/ for r; s W š, and U a free predicate symbol;

(ii) r D s, r# and Et 2 r for r; s W  n, and Et W Eš of length n.

Fm 2 If A and B are formulæ, then so are also :A, A ^ B , and 8x: A.

The logic of U.S/ is the logic of partial terms for the individual type �, and classical

quantifier free predicate logic for the other types.

The axioms of U.S/ are:

Ax 1 The axioms of S, including defining axioms for the Fi ’s and Pi ’s.

Ax 2 Cond.r; s/. Ef; Ex; y; y/ ' r. Ef; Ex/ ^

.y ¤ ´ ! Cond.r; s/. Ef; Ex; y; ´/ ' s. Ef; Ex//.

Ax 3 .œ Ef; Ex: t Œ Ef; Ex�/. Ef; Ex/ ' t Œ Ef; Ex�.

Ax 4 For s ´ LFP.œf; Ex: t Œf; Ex�/ we take:

(i) s.Ex/ ' t Œs; Ex�,

(ii) .8Ex: f .Ex/ ' t Œf; Ex�/ ! 8Ex: s.Ex/# ! f .Ex/ D s.Ex/.

Ax 5 .8Ex: Ex 2 X $ Ex 2 Y / ! X D Y .

Ax 6 Eq # ^ 8x; y: .x; y/ 2 Eq $ x D y.

Ax 7 PrU # ^ 8x: x 2 PrU $ U.x/.

Ax 8 Inv.X; f1; : : : ; fm/# ^

8Ex: Ex 2 Inv.X; f1; : : : ; fm/ $ .f1.Ex/; : : : ; fm.Ex// 2 X .

Ax 9 Neg.X/# ^ 8Ex: Ex 2 Neg.X/ $ Ex 62 X .

Ax 10 Conj.X; Y /# ^ 8Ex: Ex 2 Conj.X; Y / $ Ex 2 X ^ Ex 2 Y .

Ax 11 Un.X/# ^ 8Ex: Ex 2 Un.X/ $ 8y: .Ex; y/ 2 X .

Ax 12 For f W š *  n and r W  1 we take

.8y: y 2 r ! f .y/#/ ! DJoin.f; r/# ^

8Ex; y: .Ex; y/ 2 DJoin.f; r/ $ y 2 r ^ Ex 2 f .y/:

Finally, we have the crucial predicate substitution rule:
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A.U /
(Subst)

A.f x j B.x/ g/

Here, B is any formula, A is any formula not containing any subterms involving

predicate types (as these can depend on U ), and A.f x j B.x/ g/ is A where any

subformula U.t/ is replaced by 9x: x ' t ^ B.x/ (to obey the strictness condition of

the logic of partial terms).

Some subsystems are worth pointing out:

� For the operational unfolding, U0.S/, we leave out the predicate types,  n, and

any terms or axioms referring to them;

� For the intermediate unfolding U1.S/, we leave out the join axiom, Ax 12;

� For the restricted unfolding, we leave out the dependent join axiom, Ax 12, and

replace it with the original join axiom that only branches over all individuals:

Ax 12’ For f W š *  n we take

.8y: f .y/#/ ! Join.f /# ^ 8Ex; y: .Ex; y/ 2 Join.f / $ Ex 2 f .y/:

Previous results concerning unfoldings

Feferman and Strahm (2000) studied the unfoldings of a basic schematic system

for non-finitist arithmetic, S (using just 0, Sc and Pd), for which they established the

following proof-theoretic equivalences:

� U0.NFA/ � PA,

� U1.NFA/ � RA<¨,

� U.NFA/ � RA<�0
,

where in each case the systems prove the same arithmetical sentences. In terms of

proof-theoretic ordinals we get, respectively, ©0, ®2.0/, and �0.

Following that, Feferman and Strahm (2010) followed up with a study of the

unfoldings of two different conceptions of finitist arithmetic, FA. In order to do so,

they had to adapt the notion of unfolding to the setting of finitism where unbounded

quantification is not considered meaningful. Instead one operates with schematic

inference rules, and hence the relevant notion of substitution is that of substitution in

such schematic inference rules.

For the most restricted conception, they proved that all three unfolding systems

for finitist arithmetic, U0.FA/; U1.FA/; U.FA/, are proof-theoretically equivalent to

Primitive Recursive Arithmetic, PRA. This supports Tait’s analysis of finitism (Tait

1968, 1981).
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On the other hand, Kreisel (1965) had proposed that finitism should include

transfinite recursion on recursive orderings for which one had proved the no descend-

ing sequences property. Feferman and Strahm (2010) propose to model this with a

finitistic version of the bar rule, BR, and they prove that all the corresponding un-

folding systems, U0.FA C BR/; U1.FA C BR/; U.FA C BR/, are proof-theoretically

equivalent to Peano Arithmetic, PA.

Eberhard and Strahm (forthcoming) adapt unfoldings to a basic schematic

system of feasible arithmetic, FEA. They study both the operational unfolding and

two full unfoldings, one which incorporates a truth predicate, and prove for all of these

that the provably total functions on binary words are precisely those computable in

polynomial time.

Criticisms of foundations

Some people have criticized the usual approach to the foundations of mathematics

via decidable proof systems (usually classical first-order logic or constructive type

theories) on the basis that it fails to take into account the full lesson from the

incompleteness phenomenon, and that to model mathematical reasoning, we need not

only model inferences based on some fixed, however encompassing, axiomatization,

but must also model the process through which mathematicians discover new axioms.

See for instance Cellucci (1993) for an exposition of this view.

The unfoldings can be seen as a response to such criticisms in two ways: First,

they explicitly acknowledge that common conceptions of mathematical structures

employ open-ended schemata that are supposed to be valid for any accepted extension

of the mathematical language or languages. Secondly, they propose particular ways

in which the mathematical language can be extended in a natural way.

a.7 relations to frege structures

Aczel (1980) studied Frege structures in order to give operational (or œ-calculi)

models of the type theories of Martin-Löf (1975). Frege structures are very closely

related to the unfolding systems in that both incorporate operational machinery and

some sort of reflection of predicate logic. But where the unfolding directly reflect

predicates, Frege structures contain partial truth and falsity predicates T and F, and

they are in this sense syntactically richer than unfoldings.
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Unfolding in Frege Structures

To interpret the unfolding theories in truth theories, in particular theories for Frege

structures, we can take predicates to be total propositional functions on the universe:

….x/ ´ 8y: T.fxg.y// _ F.fxg.y//;

y 2 x ´ T.fxg.y//

This interpretation verifies the dependent version of the join axiom that is needed to

obtain the natural strength of the unfolding of ID1 (as we saw in Chapter 4). This

further corroborates our feeling that that is a natural axiom.

Undefinability results

Aczel proves a number of undefinability results for Frege structures. First, there

cannot be an internal definition of the collection of truths (echoing Tarski’s theorem),

and moreover, there cannot be an internal definition of the collection of propositions

(since from such we could define the truths). And finally, the collection of sets is also

not internally definable.

We take these negative results to show that in a Frege structure the notions of

proposition, true proposition, and set, are open-ended notions. It also follows that

the collection of subsets of a given set is also not internally definable.

a.8 relations to explicit mathematics

The unfolding systems are also closely related to Feferman’s systems of Explicit

Mathematics (Feferman 1975). These were originally introduced to provide an

alternative foundation of Bishop’s constructive mathematics that instead of relying

on the constructive operational interpretation of logic, relies on operations to capture

the explicit nature of Bishop’s work.
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Appendix B

O R D I N A L I T E R A T I O N A N D A C Z E L ’ S
O R D I N A L

Bachmann’s H.1/ is also called Aczel’s ordinal, since it appeared in the study of

ordinal iteration at transfinite types (Aczel 1972). In this appendix, I will describe

this work on iterations to explain the connections.

Feferman (1970b) initiated the study of iteration functionals in the finite type

structure over the countable ordinals, �. He introduced the notion of repleteness and

showed that the critical process, Cr, at type level 2, preserves replete functions, and is

thus hereditarily replete. The transfinite iteration functionals at each type level, ItnC1,

were also shown to be hereditarily replete. It was conjectured that the least ordinal

not expressible through these hereditarily replete primitive recursive functionals over

� would be the Howard-Bachmann ordinal, §.©�C1/.1 This was later verified by

Weyhrauch (1976).

Aczel (1972) proposed an extension of the finite type ordinal iterations using

the following finite and transfinite types:

�.0/ ´ �I

S�.˛/ ´
Q

�<˛ �.�/

�.˛/ ´ f f W S�.˛/ ! �.0/ g

For x 2 S�.˛/ and ˇ < ˛ we define:

.x jˇ / ´ h x� iˇ��<˛

.jˇ x/ ´ h x� i�<ˇ

Note that there is a natural isomorphism between functions f in �.˛/ and functions

fˇ W
Q

ˇ��<˛ �.�/ ! �.ˇ/, for any ˇ < ˛, such that f .x/ D fˇ .x jˇ / .jˇ x/ for all

1See Chapter 2 for definitions of ordinal notations.
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x W S�.˛/. In particular, for ˛ D ˇ C 1 we have fˇ W �.ˇ/ ! �.ˇ/, thus generalizing the

finite type structure.

For f W �.˛/, Aczel defines the transfinite iterations f � W �.˛/ by transfinite

recursion:

f 1.x/ ´ x

f �C1.x/ ´ f �.h f �.x jˇ / iˇ<˛/

f �.x/ ´ sup�<� f �.x/:

However, as noted by Höwel (1977), this definition does not have the good prop-

erties that Aczel (1972) needs, in particular Theorem 1.4 there is false. In private

communication with Höwel, Aczel corrected his bounds by severely restricting the

classes of functionals in the type structure. Höwel (1977) gave a more satisfactory so-

lution by instead extending the type structure to include also types ��.˛/ D ˛ ! �.˛/,

that is, sequences of length equal to the type level in question.2

For f W ��.˛/ and ˇ < ˛ we write fˇ ´ f ˇ and let f ˇ W
Q

˛��>ˇ �.�/ ! �.ˇ/ be

the counterpart defined via f ˇ .x jˇ / .jˇ x/ ´ fˇ x.

For f; g W ��.˛/ Höwel defines f ı g W ��.˛/ by:

.f ı g/� x ´ f � h gı .x jı/ i˛>ı�� .j� x/:

Also, he defines Id˛ W ��.˛/ by

.Id˛/� x ´ x� .j� x/:

Höwel shows that composition thus defined is associative with the Id functionals

acting as left and right identities.

Having a suitable notion of composition, we can then define for f W ��.˛/, the

transfinite iterations f � W ��.˛/ by transfinite recursion:

f 0 ´ Id˛;

f �C1 ´ f ı f �;

.f �/� x ´ sup�<�f .f �/� x g:

2It should also be noted that Höwel’s composition also works when the ground type is ¨, where
we can define iteration by diagonalization.
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It can then be shown that f �C� D f � ı f � and .f �/� D f ��.

A single functional f W �.˛/ embeds as Qf W ��.˛/ by Qf� ´ f for � < ˛. The given

composition on the tilde types then allows us to recover the natural composition on

successor types.

b.1 the G functionals

The Grzegorczyk hierarchy can be generalized to Höwel’s transfinite type structure,

using the following bit of technicality:

For ´ W S�˛C1 decomposed as ´ D y � x with y W �.˛/ and ´ W S�.˛/ we define

k.´/ ´ inf
˚

� 2 Œ˛0; ˛/
ˇ̌

8O�: � � O� < ˛ ! . Qy¨/ O� x D . Qy¨/� x
	
;

where ˛ DNF ˛0 C ¨� in Cantor normal form (˛0 D 0 when ˛ 2 H). Then we write

Qy¨
k x short for . Qy¨/k.y�x/ x, and define inductively:

G1
0 x ´ x C 1;

G˛C1
0 y x ´ Qy¨

k x;

G�
0 x ´ sup�<�f x� .j� x/ g;

G˛
C1 x ´ . QG˛

/¨
k x;

G˛
� x ´ sup�<� G˛

� x:

Höwel proves that the limit of the autonomously expressible ordinals with the G

functionals is �0 by proving that

�
QG¨ˇ

0 /
1C
1 hG1C�

0 i¨ˇ>��0 0 D ®ˇ ./;

thus recovering the Veblen hierarchy (Höwel 1977, p. 33).

b.2 the H functionals

The G functionals only take us up to �0, as they are based on ¨-iteration only, and

make no use of the critical process.

In his paper, Aczel (1972) describes an alternative family of functionals, there

dubbed the I functionals. On p. 34, Höwel (1977) gives what he takes to be the
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analogue in his extended type structure:

H˛
0 ´ Id˛;

H˛
C1 x ´ E�: . QH˛

/1C� x;

H˛
� x ´ sup�<� H˛

� x:

Here, the construction E�: �.�/ extracts the first fixed point a normal function � , and

in general we may set it equal to �¨.0/.

Höwel conjectures that the H functionals in finite types will express up to

H¨
0 hH�

0i¨>��0 D §.©�C1/ and the full use will express ordinals up to Bachmann’s

H.1/, which in the next section we will prove is equal to the ordinal §.��C1/ de-

scribed in Chapter 2.

b.3 comparison of ordinals

In this section we shall compare Bachmann’s H.1/ with our §.��C1/. Bachmann

(1950) defines H.1/ ´ Q®F�2C1.1/.1/, where

1. .F�/���2C1 is a sequence of �2-normal functions,3 and

2. . Q®˛/˛�F�2C1.1/ is a sequence of �-normal functions,4

where for Bachmann, normal functions are defined for nonzero ordinals.

Bachmann defines .F�/ as the Veblen hierarchy of �2-normal functions starting

with F0.�/ ´ �� . Since the critical numbers of this function are precisely the ©-

numbers after �, we see that F1.�/ D ®1.� C �/, and in general, F�.�/ D ®�.� C �/

for 0 < � < �2. Hence, following Bachmann’s definition,

F�2
.�/ ´ F�.1/ D ®�.� C 1/;

so F�2C1.�/ D ��C� . In particular, F�2C1.1/ D ��C1.

To define the Q®-functions, Bachmann assigns fundamental sequences .˛Œ��/��£˛

(with the cofinality types £˛ being certain limit ordinals � �) to limit ordinals ˛ �

��C1 such that ˛ D sup�<£˛
and the maps � 7! ˛Œ�� are continuous and increasing.

The following definition is equivalent to Bachmann’s:

Definition B.3.1. For each limit ˛ � ��C1 define a fundamental sequence .˛Œ��/�<£˛
:

3Bachmann uses ¨2 for our �2.
4Bachmann calls these ®� , but here we use Q®� to distinguish them from the usual Veblen functions.
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1. If ˛ � �, then £˛ ´ ˛ and ˛Œ�� ´ �.

2. If � < ˛ DNF ˇ C  , then £˛ ´ £ and ˛Œ�� ´ ˇ C Œ��.

3. If � < ˛ DNF ®ˇ ./ ( 2 Lim), then £˛ ´ £ and ˛Œ�� ´ ®ˇ .Œ��/.

4. If � < ˛ DNF ®0. C 1/ D ¨C1, then £˛ ´ ¨ and ˛Œ�� ´ ¨ � � .

5. If � < ˛ DNF ®ˇC1.0/, then £˛ ´ ¨ and ˛Œ�� ´ ®
.�/

ˇ
.0/.

6. If � < ˛ DNF ®ˇC1. C 1/, then £˛ ´ ¨ and ˛Œ�� ´ ®
.�/

ˇ
.®ˇC1./ C 1/.

7. If � < ˛ DNF ®ˇ .0/ (ˇ 2 Lim), then £˛ ´ £ˇ and ˛Œ�� ´ ®ˇŒ��.0/.

8. If � < ˛ DNF ®ˇ . C 1/ (ˇ 2 Lim), then £˛ ´ £ˇ and ˛Œ�� ´ ®ˇŒ��.®ˇ ./ C 1/.

9. If ˛ D ��C1, then £˛ ´ ¨, ˛Œ0� ´ � C 1, ˛Œ� C 1� ´ ®˛Œ��.0/, ˛Œ¨� ´ ˛.

To account for Bachmann’s use of 1-indexed normal functions, we let �1 C �

be the unique ordinal � with 1 C � D � when � � 1. Then we define the functions

. Q®/˛���C1
as follows:

1. Q®0.�/ ´ ¨� .

2. Q®˛C1.�/ ´ Q®0
˛.�1 C �/.

3. If ˛ 2 Lim with £˛ < �, then Q®˛.�/ ´ enR.�1 C �/ with R D
T

�<£˛
Ran. Q®˛Œ��/.

4. If ˛ 2 Lim with £˛ D �, then Q®˛.�/ ´ Q®˛Œ��.1/.

Instead of directly comparing the §-function with expressions in terms of the . Q®˛/-

hierarchy we shall establish comparisons with the .™˛/-hierarchy, which in turn lines

up nicely with the Bachmann hierarchy.5

The idea of the .™˛/-hierarchy originated with a proposal by Feferman (in un-

published work), and further work by Aczel (1969), Bridge (1972, 1975), and

Weyhrauch (1976) established the match up with the Bachmann hierarchy.6 Here we

use a version from notes of Buchholz (2011), dubbed O™.

Define simultaneously by recursion on ˛ a family of sets ClO™
.˛; ˇ/ and �-normal

functions O™˛ by:

ClO™
.˛; ˇ/ ´ the least set containing ˇ [ f 0; � g

and closed under C, the Veblen function œ��: ®�.�/,

and the restricted function œ� < ˛: œ�: O™�.�/,
O™˛ ´ enf ˇ < � j ˇ 62 ClO™

.˛; ˇ/ ^ ˛ 2 ClO™
.˛; ˇ/ g:

5A more precise relation can be established using the results of Schütte (1986/87).
6See Crossley and Bridge Kister (1986/87) for further details on these and other ordinal notation

systems.
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Lemma B.3.2. We have

1. O™˛ is an �-normal function,

2. ClO™
.˛; O™˛.ˇ// \ � D O™˛.ˇ/.

3. If � < ˛, � 2 ClO™
.˛; O™˛.ˇ//, and � < O™˛.ˇ/, then O™�.�/ < O™˛.ˇ/.

4. O™˛C1 D O™0
˛.

5. If ˛ 2 Lim with £˛ < �, then Ran.O™˛/ D
T

�<£˛
Ran.O™˛Œ��/ n f £˛ g.

6. If ˛ 2 Lim with £˛ D �, then Ran.O™˛/ D f ˇ 2 Lim j ˇ 2
T

�<ˇ Ran.O™˛Œ��C1/.

Accordingly, H.1/ D O™��C1
.0/.

In this section, we shall write Cl§ for the closure sets Cl defined in Section 2.1 in

order to distinguish them from the ClO™
-sets.

Lemma B.3.3. 8˛: Cl§.˛; 0/ � ClO™
.˛; 0/ ^ §.˛/ � O™˛.0/.

Proof. By induction on ˛. The second conjunct follows from the first. For the first,

induct on the build up of elements of Cl§.˛; 0/. The cases 0, �, C, and ® are trivial.

Suppose §.�/ 2 Cl§.˛; 0/ because � 2 Cl§.˛; 0/ \ ˛. By side induction hypothesis,

� 2 ClO™
.˛; 0/, and by main induction hypothesis, §.�/ � O™�.0/ < O™˛.0/. Hence,

§.�/ 2 ClO™
.˛; 0/, as desired.

Corollary B.3.4. §.��C1/ � H.1/.

Unfortunately, it’s not so easy to get a bound in the other direction. The trouble

is that to give an upper bound for O™˛.ˇ/ we need to have ˇ sufficiently small; for

example, we could imagine proving O™˛.ˇ/ � §.g.˛; ˇ// for some function g. But that

is difficult to arrange, because for most g’s œˇ: §.g.˛; ˇ// would stabilize too quickly.

The solution is to use a variant of the §-function due to Rathjen and Weiermann

(1993). We define closure sets Clª and function values of ª by simultaneous recursion

on ˛:

Clª.˛; ˇ/ ´ the least set containing ˇ [ f 0; � g

and closed under C, the Veblen function œ��: ®�.�/,

and the restricted function œ� < ˛: ª.�/,

ª.˛/ ´ minf � < � j Clª.˛; �/ \ � � � ^ ˛ 2 Clª.˛; �/ g:

Then we can show by considering the corresponding notation systems that §.��C1/ D

ª.��C1/ (cf. Rathjen and Weiermann (1993, Corollary 3.2)).
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Lemma B.3.5. For ˛ we have:

1. ClO™
.˛; 0/ � Clª.�˛; 0/ ^ O™˛.0/ � ª.�˛/.

2. 8ˇ: ClO™
.˛; O™˛.ˇ/ C 1/ � Clª.�˛ � .1 C ˇ C 1/; 0/ ^ O™˛.ˇ C 1/ � ª.�˛ � .1 C ˇ C 1//.

3. 8ˇ 2 Lim: O™˛.ˇ/ � ª.�˛ � .1 C ˇ//.

The proof is by induction on ˛, and goes through smoothly since ª.�˛ �.1Cˇ// <

ª.�˛ � .1 C ˇ C 1//. This follows from Rathjen and Weiermann (1993, Lemma 1.2.7)

since SC.�˛ � .1 C ˇ// \ � � SC.�˛ � .1 C ˇ C 1// \ �.

Corollary B.3.6. O™��C1
.0/ � ª.��C1/.

Thus, H.1/ D O™��C1
.0/ D ª.��C1/ D §.��C1/.
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S Y M B O L I N D E X
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